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Fool Comes

PACIFI
EEKLY
OLLEGE PACIFIC SWALLOWED UP!
No Matter How It

nee A

Is Sliced—

•Razz It!

It's Still Thick!

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, March 31, 1939

HE

ilDELINES
With PHIFER

g The Things . . .

IP)

•Kit

11 If

dn't have believed until they
- fed are the following selec> . trom the bulging bags of
. Wned in by our seventy
"(snoopers. You didn't know
*e had seventy special
is? Then that shows how
our seventy snoopers are.
v, iffirst item in the bulging
f mail (we said that once
remember?) deals with Dr.
[yde McCall, chairman of
«|ech department of the Col' --./"'[the Pacific.
""" lformant was present when
jail gave his recent oration
the Bakersfield Junior Col(sembly. It seems that Dr.
s usual self-possession de' him completely in the mid•... Wilis address.
•' * knees knocking together so
bat stray students wander1 lly around the campus won^frhy the kettle drums sound; iud, Dr. McCall stood there,
"Ting to himself. Our spe*1 juth slipped up to the stage
I to hear what Dr. McCall
r' <
lying. Straining his ears,
1
juld barely distinguish,
s my next topical division?
* M* jdid I leave it? Is it in my
my bureau drawer? I know
in my head!"
the longest stage wait
;n on the Bakersfield audi' ;*r'i jJ stage, Dr. McCall began to
hlih
"Shylock," he said, "was
t man. Why doesn't he go
er, as Selathiel told him to?
1
sc him, Renegades."
r?r
owd burst into an uproar,
n correspondent' left just
an angry mob poured over
flights to tear the distinTlaa. doctor limb from limb.

Knoles Is Caught!Disaster Completely

"Red"

G-Men Apprehend PITY THE POOR 1IL
Prexy At Border DEBATER ~ HE
Dies Committee Books T. C. K. On
Charge of Sedition; New Pres. Sought
(SPECIAL DISPATCH, AMALGAMATED PRESS) —
Dr. Tully Cleon Knoles, ex-president of the College
of the Pacific, has just been apprehended by G-Men at
Calexico, California, as he was about to make his escape
into Mexico. It is believed that he will be held for
grand jury investigation, pending the full report of

the Dies Committee.
•
The special Red Brigade of the . .
Dies Committee has had its eyes
pinned on Dr. Knoles for some
time, feeling sure that he was lec
turing on seditious material before
his class in The World Today.
Special reports by their secret
operatives confirming their sus
picions, they sent orders to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Learning at the last minute that
the G-Men were after him, Dr.
Knoles fled his office in the middle
of the night, just as the federal
operatives were closing in. Grace
One of the most spectacular hap
M. Carter, faithful secretary to Dr.
Knoles for many years, held the penings in the history of the Stock
fort in the little office for half ton Junior College was reported
an hour, threatening the officers earlier in the week when the fact
with ink stands, old Naranjados,
and an assorted collection of office was revealed that the popular Eng
ir one and only Harold S.
lish and Journalism teacher,
ma,| Jacoby has finally been furniture. This sturdy defense Eleanor McCann, was dropped from
gave Dr. Knoles nearly threeby the elephant?
the faculty list of teachers.
quarters of an hour head start.
Landon was passing
When asked the reason of her
'flUtlt
our fair municipality the ESCAPE ATTEMPT
disgrace she said "They were either
ay he dropped in on "Jake"
Winding in and out on the back- jealous of me, or I was just too
ittle chat. Confidential re country roads, Dr. Knoles suc tall to fit in with them." She later
-Atte 0. 7318097 from' our super- ceeded in avoiding the hundreds of added that maybe her name had
i"d 1; g service operative 67 re- state police cars called out in the something to do with It. However,
•
he following conversation: greatest man-hunt of the century. your reporter looped into the case
jn—Hello, Dr. Jacoby. I've Just as he was trying to escape and several very unusual facts were
J a lot about your splendid across the border in a Chinese found.
ere at the oldest institution coolie-coat, his goatee betrayed him
THE LOWDOWN
?-Ttai West Coast (.maybe ex- to an observant officer, believed to
be
John
Richards
of
Chicago.
*nd Pari Santa Clara). It's a pleasAmong the many Ideas divulged,
Thrmr-1 see you.
the fact that Miss McCann is seen
THE CRIME
y—Yes, Mr. Landon. I was
Dr. Knoles lectured before his constantly on the campus tennis
ToumH ppointed when you failed to
World Today class last Monday on courts with her long slender legs
|e election a few years ago
the subject of "captialism." Despite protruding from brown shorts was
have wept. All of us here
the remonstrations of the members a very grave reason for her va
O. P. were terribly disapof his class, he insisted on giving cancy in the English department.
l with the election for not
his definitions of that forbidden It was stated that it did not show
out the way the Literary
good taste on her part to be show
topic.
fwanted.
"I knew it would happen," sobbed ing off before all the young Inno
Dn—We're scouring the
one girl who sat in the front row. cent college fellows.
Since so many of the young boys
1 country trying to find a "I warned him that he ought not to
|te who can pin back do it, but he wouldn't listen to me." and girls of the college are using
elt's ears in 1940. He'll be
Dr. Knoles is known to have teachers and professors as models
nkey, but we need an ele- been very opinionated, and to de for which they pattern their sweet
There isn't any logical light in expressing his opinions. lives, it was hardly proper for Miss
Site in the East, the Mid- His habit was to tell his class that McCann to spend three fourths of
her time at the 276 Club and at
r the South,
he was "open to conviction, but
Matteoni's. This was the ominous
y—Y es ?
just try to convict me."
-There isn't a possible
And now the United States dis mistake of her short term of Pa
te in southern California, trict attorney is going to try to do cific.
Jitterbugging is a very popular
or Washington,
it. The case is far too grand for the
y — N o w y o u ' r e g e t t i n g ordinary grand jury, so a special dance but is not appreciated by the
Board of Trustees, and Eleanor
conclave of judicial experts from
—That's because I'm con- all over the state is to be called McCann is a champion at this
• tMT ; you're hot stuff. Would in executive session to consider the modern dance. This Is one more
mark against her. They said that
[c to run under the sign of crime.
if she had danced in private It
-y^^^phant in 1940?
NEW
PRESIDENT
would not have been mentioned,
by — How much ivory is
Advices from the College of the but when she was the center of
Ujn it for me?
Pacific say that the Board of attraction at the Thursday Night
Trustees declared that Dr. Knoles Gym Jam Session a few weeks
[ editor of
the Pacific was automatically removed from passed, it was expecting a little too
LLY and
occasionally
a his position as president. At present much. The Bored looked upon her
If ours, has taken our name the officials of the Stockton insti with distaste, (or was It distrust?)
Miss McCann has not made defi
n in her INCOMPLETED tution are searching for a new
nite plans for the future, but it
\ S upon more than one oc- president.
is believed that she will join Sally
(today being the second),
Any takers?
Rand's Colony at Treasure Island
wing the rating scale she
sometime In July when the weather
:s in her column, which is
is not quite so chilly as the atmos
with the motif of the day,
phere In Stockton.
ave to add our line as fol-

McCann Sets
The Gate—
At Last!
Oh, Wotta Life This
Gal Led Until
Board Began Snooping!

nuB

**t)u Know

Dixon,

i Dixon 110%.

Radio Studio
Presents Epic
Play Tonight

I hope she's happy. Since
ever reads the society page
less her column), she's
rying to crack the front
Tonight Radio Stage presents
or some time. Now she's
that colossal favorite of the intel
ed!
ligentsia, that immortal drama,
"The Three Bears." For an ex
Was a little boy, a nice tended period of time various Hol
>oy, named Johnny.
His lywood stars have been clamoring
thought that Johnny was for an opportunity to make an ap
enough little boy to be pearance on Pacific's Radio Stage.
Therefore, this evening at 7:30
in company. One evening
:be minister came to dinner, Director John Crabbe has conde
j him eat with the family- scended to turn the Campus Studio
by felt very important sit- into a temporary amateur hour and
the big table with all the allow certain screen and radio stars
- >(ps. He stuck out his little to make their debut from the Col
I land was a perfect little lege of the Pacific Campus in "The
| ban during the first part Three Bears."
The cast has been chosen very
- (meal.
n'i!y: as Johnny's mother was carefully and appropriate charac
in the watermelon for ters will P'ay the parts. Goldi
she' noticed that Johnny locks will be portrayed by Edna
, Joking very uncomfortable. Mae Oliver, Baby Bear by Andy
" ewed up his face and twist- Devine, Mama Bear by lovely Irene
• his chair. She asked him Rich, and Papa Bear by Fred Al
. pas wrong, and Johnny re- len.
KNOLES SLINGS IT
jr a Loof!"
Next Monday at IT:15 Dr. Knoles
will speak for one and a half hours
on "The Technique of a Toreador"
or "How to Sling the Bull." Dr.
Knoles is an authority on the sub
ject, after gaining a store Of ex
perience from teaching college stu
s
CA
18
lanning
a
blg
, -» *
[%ol
*
p
/
.» P . j|' meeting next week at dents for many years. Several of
leading
universities
have
•y ^
i
'everyone present will be the
.
y'td with an RCA radio, five awarded him T. T. T. s and H
frf A
/ bid a short wave band!! S. B.'s.

Upon A Time . - -

Sc M
en
i A$

.^Wios To Be
U ^ e n Away

f
1

No. 25

NEVER HAS FUN!
Life Just A Bowl Of Grapefruit To
Sour-Pussed Guys That Talk And Talk

A badly disgruntled bunch of
"speakers" from C. O. P. and
S. J. C. wafted their weary ways
northward last Saturday from the
Pasadena convention of youthful
economic genii and purveyors of
political science.
Sorrow was in their heart, for
Doris Hancock had won only two
cups. But, even in victory, Han
cock supplied the "battal royale"
of the trip. A Seattle girl gave
her seventh place in extemp. Was
Hancock daunted? Not Hancock,
for she proceeded to get a flock
of firsts and to scratch out her
'friend's" eyes and tear her hair
in the most approved fashion
among cultured debaters.
CRUMBY MERCHANT
John Fanucchi, only other Bengal
point winner, almost won a poke
in the jaw to go with his "gold"
mug. Trailing a bag of a dozen
doughnuts, "Flip" walked into a
clothing store scattering crumbs
with unconcerned abandon. The
store proprietor approached with
a dull glint in his steel-gray eyes.
Want one?" asked "Flip," extend
ing the bag.
Carl Fuller and Donald McAdams
drowned their sorrows in a flood
of smoke—five cent ropes. Their
explanation was that they were
practicing for life as big-shot
politicians.
Fletcher could find no consola
tion for his defeats. His three
desires—a cigarette, a bottle of
beer, and a burlesque—were all
denied him. Rumor reports that he
brought home a bottle, but she
spoils It all by whispering that the
bottle was empty when obtained.
(Sez who?)
HEART INTEREST
"Miller making friends and vice
versa. Thornton and McAdams

Overturns C. O. P.
Series Of Earthquakes Buries All Buildings;
Leaves Campus In Primitive State, Gates;
Educators Offer Solution For Catastrophe

In the greatest catastrophe since the San Francisco earthquake in 1906, the
College of the Pacific was completely swallowed up last night by a series of
shocks that reverberated throughout the United States. The final blast, com
ing at 7:53 a. m. this morning, as early students were coming to school, tore
a wide crevice in Campus Avenue, into which a moment later toppled the Ad-

thrilled," telegraphed Professor
Betz. McAdams explains his de
feats by saying that his colleague,
• ministration Building, the last remaining building on
Thornton, was tired from the trip
the Pacific campus.
down. In other words, romance
At 7:56 a. m. the earth gave another convulsion and
bloomed afresh.
the
Ad. Building was completely covered with dirt and
Claude Hogan and Allen Breed
not
a single edifice, tree or bush was left standing on
took turns at the observation post
•what was the C. O. P. campus.
taking notes for future reference.
There were no casualties, as seis
Both were also thrilled.
mologists
had warned Pacific offi
Gladys Bartholomew went in for
cials of the impending quakes, and
after dinner speaking, telling the
all buildings had been evacuated.
joke about Little Peter Rabbit,
Last to leave the doomed Adminis
Farmer Brown, and the cabbage
Pacific's first representa
tration Building was Miss Grace
patch. Since no cabbage was avail
tive in Congress will be Dr.
Carter, ever-loyal secretary to the
able, she illustrated her talk with
Malcolm R. Eiselen, if the
president of the College, who faith
stalks of celery.
enormous petition circulated
ful to the end spent the last fatal
The squad log hook lists Bill
and signed on the campus
night salvaging Dr. Knoles' pen
C o n s t e r n a t i o n reigned last
Biddick as the man with the most
this week means anything.
wiper and important records of the
suppressed desires, witness his red- Wednesday night on the College
The blatant petition stating
College. Dr. Knoles was already
hot pajamas. Professor E, ft I of the Pacific campus, when at
"We want Eiselen in Congress
en route to the Mexican border.
Nichols, Jr., is the squad stunt man. ten o.'clock the chimes sounded
where hot air is needed more
(See story of Knoles' apprehen
Gregg Phifer is squad connoisseur, I over the still night air—but the
than in California" had no
sion.)
picking such spots as the "Greasy tune was n°t "Pacific Hail.'
less than 6,731 signatures at
Spoon" and "Sloppy Joe's." Marie Plainly the notes of "The Bells of
LOCALIZED
tached to it. Included among
Nichols is squad gourmand, her St. Mary's" were assaulting the
Miraculously, the quakes were
these were Mahatma Ghandi,
theme song being "We eat at shocked ears of loyal C. O. P.
localized on the Pacific campus and
Stockton Chamber of Com
Fresno!"—or wherever there's the I WHO DUN IT?
no apparent damage was suffered
merce, Louie the Dip, and
first dainty restaurant. Martin
College authorities immediately
in Stockton. The noise and tre
Wilhelmina Coder.
Pulich is unanimously voted the Investigated but could not divulge
mors, however, were heard and felt
man most likely to die of tubercu- the cause of the unprecedented
all over the country, seismologists
losis, or whatever one gets from proceeding.
as far away as Punxsatawny Tech,
eating his fingernails.
Thursday night, to prevent a reBeaver Dam, Maine, recording the
OH, ARTELLE!
occurrence of the outrage, guards
disturbances.
Erwin Farley was caught by his were placed at all entrances of
Residents of the larger Eastern
colleague sleep-walking around the the College conservatory, aided by
Advance Chapel Notice!!
Be cities, particularly New York and
halls of the hotel at night with his sixteen state policemen.
Q. T. sure and attend next week's Chicago, were awakened by the un
radio box In his hand. Knocking at pantSj dean of the Conservatory, Chapel meeting at 10:45.
The derground rumblings. Inhabitants
all doors, he 'was asking, "Is there J volunteered to play the Pacific committee has rigged up a special of nearby San Francisco compared
a red-head here?"
hymn, but to his amazement, the program of music and speakers.
the sound with the first "cracks
Professor E. S. Betz and Orville chimes rang out with "Hail, Blue
The two speakers will be DeMar- of doom" in 1906.
Fletcher are the official squad and Gold." Mr. Pants was es- cus Brown and William Coder
It is not known for sure which
humerists. Both Pulich and Fuller corted from the campus to the speaking together on "The Value buildings were the first to go in
have borrowed one of Prof. Betz's city jai, where he wa, held await. of Love." The meetihg promises this earthly version of "Jonah and
most famous jokes, "You wouldn't jng trial,
to be filled with interest and the the whale," which began shortly
know the old place now."
speakers will no doubt shake the after midnight, but all are now
OH, FOR SHAME!
Debaters are always long-faced
completely out of sight — the Li
On Friday night the situation rafters.
and serious. If you don't believe it,
brary, Conservatory, Weber Hall,
was brought to a climax at nineask them.
thirty when the chimes rang out tions were due to a desire "to be Anderson Hall, the Gymnasium, the
in a swing rendition of "Flat Foot devilish." Later he revealed the Ad. Building, all living quartersFloojie." At ten minutes to ten secret of his mysterious chiming, even the Cub Hou3*.
a shadowy figure was nabbed after hours of grueling examina C. O. P. GONE
sneaking out of the conservatory. tion. He had blown into the pipes
The campus resembles a huge
The suspect proved to be Grade of the organ through a straw. His plowed-up field. There is no de
point Farley, honorary president of friends have confessed, confiden bris, litter of any kind. But the
the All Foo Society and prominent tially, that they "Didn't know he College of the Pacific is unmistak
had it in him!"
stoojent leader.
ably burled.
Mr. Pants was released, on sus
The notorious Farley admitted
The cataclysm is without parallel
I his guilt and confessed his ac- pended sentence.
in history. While geologists and
Ten o'clock and all is well!
"Honor lies in honest toil," states
seismologists are, at this writing,
Bill Biddick, "and lies and lies and usual nightly hilarity reigns o'er
completely at a loss to account for
the campus and fhe chimes play
lies."
the quake, educational authorities
"To eliminate dishonesty in class ing "Pacific, Hail" compete
throughout the country are offer
es I will Install thirty teachers to vain with familiar sounds drifting
ing a solution to the problem.
a student in every classroom in from the direct vicinity of Wom
SOLUTION
stead of thirty student's to every en's Hall and unusual sounds em
Stated Dr. Horatio Q. Flulfnagle,
teacher. During examinations the anating from Men's Hall.
The
president of the American Union
Stockton Police Department will be women have finally turned the
of Collegiate Institutions, when in
called upon to assist in keeping or tables and TAKEN OVER MEN'S
formed in New York of the dis
der and to see that there is posi HALL!
aster: "I am grieved beyond all
tively no cheating. Other than this
The Cub filled to capacity draws
description, but not particularly as
ti e students will be put entirely on its usual elite crowd. The hushed
tounded. The College of the Pa
their honor."
silence of the libe foretells im
cific has been doomed for some
We, the undersigned, duly un bill supported by the "Stocks for time now. The Stockton Junior
Suddenly the pudgy, sour-pussed pending exams as students doze
conscious and woefully disregard- Stackers Society.") ( ) ( )
College finally reached the earth
chairman glanced at his watch and serenely over their books,
ful of the social pressure of this AMENDMENT NO. 3
quake stage."
broke off the interview abruptly.
LIVTN' ON LEVEE
campus, awakening to our duty,
Erection of a steam-heated flag
Shocking as thi^ may seem, com
"Sorry, but I have to go now, as
At first sight all is as usual; I hereby petition the Pacific Student man's shanty under the Camellia
petent local observers agreed with
I have to copy some notes from
but on second glance attention is Association to call a special elec- hushes for the Bava-Boyden Flower
Dr. Fluffnagle that the catastrophe
Ed Seville. I only hope that some
attracted to a group of white tents tion. This election shall be pur- Protection Association. Also equip
was entirely man-made.
day others will learn as I have,
in the directions of the levee. On posed to Iron out pressing problems ped with false beard for purposes
Early attempts to get statements
that HONESTY IS THE BEST
closer inspection one discovers a and Institute beneficial reforms by of disguise. ( ) ( )
from Principal Orton and the
POLICY."
group of refugees from Men's Hall corrections, additions, or deletions AMENDMENT NO. 4
who grit their teeth and curse of campus idiosyncrasies. Said elecPurchase of No Error Demon Stockton Board of Education were
the mighty femmes who beseiged tion or ballot or poll to be presented stration equipment for the Men's unsuccessful.
o
their living quarters and forced to the student body In the form of Food Laboratory. (Your vote will

E. Farley Has
Chime Crime
On His Hands
Stoojent Leader
Nabbed "Swinging
The Coburns"

E I S E L E N
FOR REP!

Special Chapel
Next Tuesday

'Honor Above Women Arise,
Chase Men
All,' States
From Dorm
Bill Biddick

VOTERS! DON'T FAIL
TO CAST BALLOTS
IN THIS ELECTION
Special Poll Called By Potent Reform
Group; Miss Carter Collects Votes

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
OFFERED SENIORS BY
WELL-KNOWN EXPERT
Plenty Of Good Jobs Available If You
Know Where To Look For Them!
By CLANCY CAMPUS
One of the most celebrated
quests In history, excluding the
quest for the Holy Grail, Diogenes'
search for an honest man, and De
Leon's search for the fountain of
youth, has been the exhaustive ex
ploration of our own Clancy Cam
pus in his search for the easiest
job in the world.
SOME SOFT ONES
The old gag about ringing a gong
every time the century plant
bloomed is considered by Clancy
to be small apples against the
following formidibie selection of
lifetime occupations that should
prove extremely interesting to
graduating seniors and others in
quest of lucrative employment. Vo
cational guidance advisors please
note.
Naturally all these positions re
quire a great deal of specialized
training
and
those
interested
should plan their college studies
accordingly. Here they are. seniors:
i Keeping the dust off Niagara

Campus Trees
Doomed By
Odd Disease

them to lead a life on the levee, amendments to the Constitution, save embarrassing situations) Miss
(Not that they don't anyway!)
the Frosh Bible, the Dean's Date Wiens demonstrated cake-baking,
The following excerpts are taken Book (Wow!), the decencies of and following the instructions the
from the diary of a member of the campus life, the mortification of men each baked a cake. P. S. The
levee gang:
the faculty, and the sign-out sheet only failure was the demonstration
cake. ( ) ( )
Have nothin' else to do hut for Manor and Women's Halls,
AMENDMENT NO. 5
whistle — throat becomes parched
(Signed) The Night Riders
Requirement of Human Interest
from lack of water. Smack lips
We're calling! Hear Ye! Hear
and look longingly at muddy water Ye! Special Election Number One Examinations of the Stanford style
A startling discovery was made
Example: Footnote on last Stan- on the College of the Pacific cam
of the levee and think of ice-cold will now convene in sacred session!
water back in the dorm flavored
Cast your ballots while you may; fordized exam—"Attend the World's pus this week by Dr. E. E. Stan
Falls.
Voting brings only sorrow;
Fair and visit all the botanical ford, Pacific's renowned botanist.
nicely with air.
2. A barber In a maternity
Proposals that look so choice exhibits — not including Sally The various beautiful shade and
Sigh and wish above all else to
ward.
Rand." ( ) ( )
today.
have just one glance at "Nasturti
ornamental trees have been afflict
3. Horse doctor in Detroit.
Are only headaches tomorrow.
AMENDMENT NO. 6
um's" picture back on the dresser
ed with the rare and deadly plant
4. Sweeping leaves from be before retiring.
Cast
your
ballots
but
deposit
Repeal
of
the
Nuisance
Ordin
(It would be
disease dehydrocellumalitis, which
neath the hall tree.
them with Special Election Deputy ance known as the "Connolly Chap is known to attack trees only on
such an inspiration to sleep.)
5. Digesting the hole in
In bed now and recline on in- Grace Carter for purposes of tarn- ter Plan." Vote "Yes" and avoid certain types of college campuses.
doughnut.
visible mattress and springs, and pering. Mark each amendment those outlined chapter penalties According to Senor Bava, horticul
COOL JOB
have visions of bed in dorm which "Yes" and "No no indifference for tardiness. ( ) ( )
turist, all trees may have to be de
6. Manager of an ice house in
soft and comfortable- „even allowed. Remember, If these AMENDMENT NO. 7
stroyed.
Little America.
Addition
to
contracts
of
all
po
though always decorated with amendments don't suit you add
Dehydrocellumalitis affects the
7. Driving a street sprinkler in someone's old boots.
tential Pacific professors. "Do you
| some of your own.
trees
in a strange manner. The
Venice.
AMENDMENT NO. 1
have a tendancy to memory re
I Bond Issue of 12.40. Issue to be lapses with resulting failure to leaves are contorted into odd forms
8. Bathing suit censor in a TOUGH LIFE
nudist colony.
And the not water was ideal utilized in equipping certain courses remember class hours?—Similar to and the trees take on sickly hues.
9. Gathering the eggs the roost for washing one's face—even if it wjth Jokeometers. Jokeometers to Profs. White and Corbln"—if not The row of silver maples has taken
er lays.
did scald one's hands the mo- record in three categories. 1. Ex- please plan to develop some, qn the colors of the rainbow; and
instead of leaves sprouting as they
10. Coaching the glee club in a ment it came out of the faucet, cellent humor or seldom, 2. Jokes ( ) ( )
should, little pots of gold have
deaf and dumb school.
And the closet was convenient or passable, 3. Confidential window- AMENDMENT NO. 8
11. Playing the French horn in for hanging up clothes, and ties, openers or incessantly. JokeoRemoval of ALL blackboards in made their appearance on the
a hat band.
and stuff.
meters to be known as Werner- Room 210 or any other blackboards branches; this is an unknown form
12. Harvesting fruit from a shoe
And the l-adiator in the morning meters, Connollygraphs, or Eiselen- in any other rooms frequented by of the disease.
made the room pleasantly warm al- corders as the case may be. ( )( ) and subject to courses by Dr. Gole WARNING
tree.
Dehydrocellumalitis is very con
man. P. S. Hide the chalk. Avoid
13. Bottling the milk of human though it woke one up with a AMENDMENT NO. 2
start at 6:00 a. m.
| Immediate installation on the the Doctor's script-squeeze tactics tagious to some other types of
kindness for Alcatraz dairy.
wood, and so college students are
ole.
Dear Diary: Now let'ss see, what library floor of a "Louse Cage" to ( ) ( >
14. Greasing the North poi
cautioned not to lean their headi
F
This] be used for public display of "room AMENDMENT NO. 9
15. Getting paid for wr:-ititg| ei*e? Oh, yes, Aprij^ Fool!
against the tree trunks.
• W all ft joke.
d
stackers" from Men's Hall. tThis ( F i l l i n y o u r o w n . ) ( ) • * - )
stuff like this.

Weekly Feature W Editorial Page
PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 1939

WHAT THIS PAPER NEEDS.

.

.

.

PARADISE E N D

is a school! Nothing ever happens here, or thus felt
the WEEKLY staff. Hence, this special April Fool
"razz" edition.
Tired of building up stories of insignificant and
often inconsequential things, the WEEKLY reporters
have decided to make their own news significant
news, news that will catch the attention and hold it.
In writing it, the scribes have released all inhibitions.
In editing it, the editor has likewise let his hair down
to his ankles. If the reader picks up this edition in
that spirit, he cannot help but feel the importance of
the news it contains.
Yes, this is a "screwball" issue with the emphasis
on the ludicrous. No malice is intended—but that
does not mean that some of the stories do not con
tain some thought. The razzberries are meted out
impartially. We hope that everyone feels that he got
his just share.
It's your "razz" edition,- served up with tongue in
cheek, in a spirit of good clean fun. Can you take it?

TWINCHELL'S COLLEGE WHIRL
April Fool! No Column!

EDITOR'S NOTE: Twinchell, the old demon razzer,
decided that the only kind of a column he could do for
a screwball edition would be one in which there would
be no razz at all; in other words, NO column. So feast
your eyes on blank space. Nice for a change, isn't it?
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CREDIT WHERE CREDIT
is due—that's our motto. So instead of handing out
the Bronx cheers, let's cite a few outstanding per
formances of the 1938-39 school year to-date and let
the "birds" fly where they may.
First of all, the wonderful response of the Stock
ton students in the Junior College to the student body
card drive. Their splendid support of the PSA in the
spring semester brought a great increase in activity
on all fronts and made it much easier for all PSA or
ganizations to function. Just imagine, almost half of
the Stockton J. C. students bought student body cards!
This foretells a brilliant future for the Pacific Student
Association.
Another outstanding act was the scheduling of
twelve football games for next fall, with only four at
home, two of which will draw copious quantities of
flies. The Athletic Department is to be praised for
the progressive attitude which is fast bringing Stock
ton supporters aboard the Pacific band-wagon. There's
nothing like having a big local following!
The action of the Board of Athletic Control in
turning "thumbs down" on baseball at C. O. P. this
spring was another meritorious move. The baseballers had everything set up for a good six-week season,
despite a late start, but the Board sagely negatived
the proposition. (All will be forgiven if the Board
approves the sport for next spring.)
Finest political coup of the year was made by the
fraternity which so strictly observed rushing rules,
made no sly overtures whatsoever, and yet wound up
with almost half the male pledges. This was the mas
ter stroke of the entire campaign. It is sincerely
hoped that there will be no serious repercussions in
future campaigns, because the spirit of good clean
rivalry should never be sullied by underhanded
tactics.
Also to be commended is the remarkable activity
shown by the sororities in campus affairs and student
government in the past year. No less than two girls
served on an Ex. Committee of 17, setting a new record
(for what, you guess). The gals on campus are
warned to take it easy; too much activity is hard on
the blood pressure.
Oh, yes, and girls, we liked your choices for Mardi
Gras queen candidates. So representative and free
from sorority spoils, patronage, what have you. Better
choices could not have been made. We like our queen
candidates to be "representative"—beauty is such a
commonplace thing these days.
Switching to the Little Theatre, the plaudits fall
to DeMarcus Brown for his consistently consistent
productions, which have so much to offer in the way
of fine theatre. Marc's choice of plays this season has
been conspicuously conspicuous. (This does not
necessarily include Hal Rogers' musicomedy.) The re
cent selection of plays compares comparatively with
shows in past years. This season's plays rated produc
tion elsewhere.
The Assembly Committee and the S. C. A. in par
ticular are to be lauded for the fine Assembly speak
ers presented this year. Never a dull moment, never
a sour speaker, nor a dry orator. This was indeed for
tunate, for college students are so often subjected to
uninteresting lectures. It is not often that speakers
are as vital as their topics, which might easily be dead.
In conclusion, let us bow austerely to the type of
rooting which was the rage at Pacific this year and so
ably personified by certain of the estimable "Night
Riders." This admirable style, known as the hoot,
hiss and tau technique, gained C. O. P. much recog
nition from opposing teams and rooters. Belonging
to the "win at all costs" school, one or two of the noc
turnal ramblers, reeking with that good old high
school spirit, tried constantly throughout the season
to imbue Tiger supporters witkthat philosophy, which
if progressively followed will undoubtedly give Pa
cific a big name (which we can't mention here. We
must draw the line some place.)
There's our "hit" parade for 1938-39. Did the shoe
fit?

—By BASTIAN
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By Sapiro

THE MARCH OF SLIME
Congratulations are in order for
Miss Ruth Smith, Pacific debutramp, and coke dispenser in the
campus Dunking Club. Miss Smith
has signed a radio contract with
Station O. P. U. to conduct an
Etigquette Hour over that station.
Her topic will be "How To Cross
Friends and Eliminate Trade."
Bill Janes is collaborating Mr.
Bova on a new radio version of
Tolstoys famous midnight play, "A
Camelia for Milady," with restric
tions by Ritter.
Alex Donsky and Virginia Brown
are writing an Armistice Day play.
Both are In the cast. It will depict
"A Day at Yountville." Student
casualties after a recent ski meet
gave them the inspiration.
Sapiro and his one man band
have just signed a contract to
broadcast from the Boiler Room of
the French Camp Inn, on a fre
quency of 18,000,000 heatwaves over
Station O. P. U. Rose Duggin, the
chewing gum girl, will be in hot
water until the termination of the
engagement.
Erwin Farley plans to open a new
hotel on Calaveras Gulch directly
behind the Pacific Stadium with
hot and cold running chamber
maids.
FAMOUS PLAYWRIGHT HERE
Orton Smelles plans to broadcast
a play by play report of "The Love
of an Amoeba" from Radio Stage,
it is rumored. When asked their
opinions of the "matter," some of
the students replied:
"It is a Noble Idea, even though
it is little Deering," remarked Biddick.
"It'll be a merry Jonte into the
realms of science," exclaimed
Grubbs, "I hope he has a Patten on
the idea."
"Wiens can do with a little Fast
life around this Cornog the uni
verse," Sylvia Pattison blurted.
When queried, some of the fac
VIA RAY GROSSE
ulty commented:
WELL, THE VERNAL JITTERS "Waldo-n't you know Norman can
are finally over with at Fizzo State. do that. However, it will be a
To say the most, it was colousal. Farey good experiment," replied
Miss Carter.
In fact, it set a few precedents.
"Oh, Boyden we will have some
Confidentially, the^ thing ran to fun around this Berg," replied Dr.
If Professors Talked at Home the
odd sizes with a colossal cast, a Knoles.
Way They Do in Class
Professor Smith had been even midget auditorium and a middling IMAGINE:
Betty Dixon as Else Maxwell,
more morose than usual at the audience. Then some punk got the
dinner table. His mind seemed idea of putting the audience up on Janet Porter as Graeie Allen. Bob
far distant—perhaps back in the the stage and the cast out in the Burns as Bob Burns. Rose Duggin
classroom where he spent so many aisles. It went all right until the as Fannie Brioe. Madge Hepburn
of his waking hours. As he usher sneezed and the building as Tizzle Lish. Diok Mirski as Andy
Devine. Johnny Stolz as Tyrone
pushed back from the table his bulged.
Power.
Hal Kniveton as Fred Allen.
wife took him tenderly by the arm
Now the Fizzo City Council is
"Now, John, dear," she said casting about for a corsetiere to Francis Finney as Lawrence Tibbitt Erwin Farley as Jimmy Du
soothingly, "go and sit down and place a girdle around the ruptured
rante. Betty Rae Stone as Char
make yourself comfortable while building. That's what my next door
lotte Greenwood. Claribel Coffman
I do the dishes. Here is the eve neighbor Harvey needs, I think,
as Martha Raye. Trevor Griffiths
ning paper. It came awfully late or don't you?
as Joe E. Brown. Betty Barry as
tonight."
Lily Pons. Tully Knoles as The
A look of blackest rage swept
JAY F. FLAPMOUTH AT LAST Lone Ranger. Kenny Farr as Kay
over the professor's countenance. has a reason for beating his wife
Kyser. Harry Dupraw as Benny
"Mrs. Smith, how many times and generally playing hob with
Goodman. Robert Fenix as Charles
have I told you that I do not ac everyone. He has it on good
Boyer. Bud Meyers as The Kingcept late papers?" he snapped.
authority the temperature of the fish. Mary Gal ton as Hedy LaMarr.
"Excuse me, John, I forgot. But earth has risen about 40 degrees Eleanor McCann as Zazu Pitts.
tell me how you liked my biscuits the last twenty years.
Gregg Phifer as Ned Sparks. Orthis evening."
The scientists are in a dither vllle Fletcher as Uncle Ezra. Ma
"To tell the truth, they showed about the whole thing, but Flap- Perkins as Stub Harvey (Boy, can
an obvious lack of preparation."
mouth smiles to himself and thinks she take It.) Walt Fellers as Walter
"You horrid thing! Just Because what fools these saps are. Don't Winched. Stan Shane as Little
they were a little soggy. But let's the people know the whole thing Benny. Art Smith as The Voice
forget about them while you tell was started by the dictators blow of Experience. Florence Newberry
me what you have been doing all ing off the setting up currents of as Kate Smith. Ruth Crane as
day."
hot air that rivaled the zephyrs Suzie "O." Dick Briggs as Baby
For an instant, a tender emotion of the Sahara in intensity?
Snooks. Lucien Scott as Charlie
surged up in the professor's breast,
Meanwhile, Jay smiles to himself McCarthy. Dean Farley as Morti
but it was as quickly suppressed and joyfully proceeds on his iniqui mer. Miss Berg as Dorothy. "Tar"I suppose I could tell you, but it tous way secure in the bliss of zan Lamour. "Pop" Werner as Lew
will do you more good to dig it ignorance. Or is it bliss?
Lehr.
out for yourself," he growled.
Flash! Miss Betty Dixon has been
"You brute! But listen. Some
RUNNING ACROSS AN OLD singing over the success of this
one is knocking on the door."
copy of a Southern California ex week's column, "Heaven Can Wait.
"He ought to know that no one change, I came upon a wish by a It is rumored Hell has first option
is admitted after the door is father that he could but be his son on her talents.
closed."
who was having such a swell time
Socko! "Deep Purple" is the
"I must go. The bell rang."
in college. I wonder how many theme song of Zorima's Beauties at
p
"Sit right where you are. I would have liked to be Editor the S. F. Fair. It has been so cold
have not dismissed you yet."
Becker running around school on there recently that they're beyond
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BACKSTAGE

By GAIL, SCHKERE
DEAR READER — (And I'm
just conceited enough to think I
have one).
Today the world has reached a
new peak in a series of dramatic
changes. TODAY the theatre on the
campus of the College of Pacific
has finally come into its own. The
cast list of some of the coming
attractions has been posted, and
every one is in a dither of excite
ment—it seems that type casting
has entered our ranks.
AS THEY STAND
Heading the dramatis personny
is Dale Rose, playing Armand in
Camille. Marion Akers comes next
playing the title role in FRANK
ENSTEIN. Following attracUons
show Toni Rifberg doing a Marie
Dressier role in TUGBOAT ANNIE.
Joe Downey will take the lead in
HAMLET. Bud Myers follows in
his usual Laughton manner with
THE BEACHCOMBER. Then we
have Shay Barnett who will thrill
us in PEG O'MY HEART. FRONT
PAGE is re-cast with Bob Lanir.g
playing Hildy Johnson. Gene Minson gives out with a new transla
tion of Don Juan—hiya, Don.
ANNA CHRISTIE will take Reba
Sinclair as Its star. Featured in
BITTER SWEET, we find Jack
Holmes playing Noel Coward-ish.
Dick Mirski will roll 'em in the
aisles with his Richard Haydn-act.
Playing Elizabeth in the BAR
RETS OF WIMPOLE STREET,
Claribel Coffman will stand out as
a coming attraction.
SCOTT AS TARZAN
Luke Scott will bay loud and long
in TARZAN WITH THE APE
MEN. Dick Briggs will star in
DRACULA. Margaret George will
be acclaimed for her Beryl Mercer
role. Bill Workman takes on Petruchio in THE TAMING OF THE
SHREW. Pierce Young will do
George in OF MICE AND MEN.
Vada Ward is working on
QUALITY STREET. Henry, in
WHAT A LIFE, will be taken by
Doug Cossltt. Marjorie Hulen will
take on the lead in WINGLESS
VICTORY.Bobbin Gay Peck is cast
as Susan, in SUSAN AND GOD.
John Crabbe is doing the Stage
Manager in OUR TOWN. Laurie
Applegarth is to do Stella Dallas
in STELLA DALLAS. Bill Ramsey
swings out with the lead in TOM
SAWYER. Barbara Albertson will
be seen in ELIZABETH THE
QUEEN.
IN FACT
Every one has finally reached his
peak in being perfectly natural in
a role. This is a fine thing, so they
say, but it remains to be seen.
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.O.P.Wins Three Vocational
Guidance
Chfpups At Pasadena Plans Set
IjDoris Hancock Brings Back Two,
it Fanucchi, One From Major Tourney
Once again Doris Hancock brought home to the
liege of the Pacific a first place trophy in extempor. ' ieous speaking, her most recent victory coming at the
Kappa Delta Province of the Pacific and Northwest
urnament at Pasadena last week.

THE SUPER SHAKESPEAREAN CAST

Prominent Outside
Speakers, Faculty
Students Co-operate

Jr. College Rent
Proposal Passed
C. O. P. Board Of Trustees Accepts
Stockton School Board's New Plan
Dissolving the apparent crisis which had arisen in
regard to the Stockton Junior College's rental of Col
lege of the Pacific facilities, the Board of Trustees of
C. O. P. Tuesday morning officially accepted the counter
proposal of the Stockton Board of Education, calling

Sponsored and financed by the
Pacific Student Association, the
three-day Vocational Guidance Con
ference will begin on the morning
of Tuesday, April 18, with an
optional address by Mr. Lewis J.
Kroeger, executive officer of the
State Personnel Board. He will
speak on "The Opportunities in
the Field of State and Public
Employment."

®Njhis is the third straight ma-*
.,%j! forensic tournament at which
•for a decrease of five dollars per
incock has received highest honunit of the Junior College attend
, in extempore. She also placed
ance.
rd in impromptu speaking.
Based on a scale of $65 for each
. ,.
Since non-Pi Kappa Delta schools
... .v
out-of-town J. C. student and $55
e allowed to compete, the tourfor each resident Stockton student
ent committee decided to pro
in the Junior College at present, the
Students
will
be
excused
from
le cups for the winners in Pi
Board of Education will pay Pa
classes to attend the scheduled
pa Delta competition only.
cific approximately $54,850 for the
forums, but may not miss more
' »fes Hancock thus won two cups
rental of the local buildings and
than one session of a class with
\-.t her single victory in extempore,
equipment, for the year 1939-40.
out the approval of either Dean
' jugh her third place in imThere are about 480 non-local, 430
Corson or Berg. The rooms in
amptu still left her behind Anlocal students in the J. C. this year.
which
these
discussions
will
be
' '--.rson of Redlands, a Pi Kappa
This figure represents a slash of
held will be announced in a later
It a member.
$5,000 in the amount requested of
WEEKLY.
I
''-tjiNUCCHI WINS
the Stockton Board by Dr. Tully C.
COMPLETE PROGRAM
Tohn Fanucchi, like Hancock a
Knoles,
president of the College of
*» Or
The
schedule
of
discussion
""t. insfer from Bakersfield J. C.,
the Pacific. Dr. Knoles' request was
groups is as follows:
"b..in second place in oratory. Since
based on a $65 per unit arrange
! man who placed first was
ment, as had been in force for the
Tuesday afternoon at 1:30:
past two years.
' 't Jjp a non-Pi Kappa Delta insti1. Music—led by Jean Ferguson
In accepting the new "$60 aver
•>..:ion, Fanucchi
received
the
Here
are
some
of
the
Faculty
players
who
made
dramatic
history
on
'the
-local
with
the
co-operation
of
Dean
El
1 , jvince trophy
age" unit scale, the Pacific Board
in the "tournaboards yesterday. In the foreground Is "NURSEY" CONNOT/LY. Standing, from
liot and the Conservatory staff.
of Trustees also okayed the pro
' '
Snt within a tournament."
2. Opportunities in Social Serv left to right, arc "LOUISA" WINDMILLER, HAROLD JACORY, ALLEN WALDO,
vision that $3,000 of the rental
Srwin Farley, president of the
ice—led by Jean Morgan with the "WILHELMINA" CODER (author and heroine), ROBERT FENIX, FRED FARLEY
money be spent for new construc
*7 caj Aa, placed second in Pi Kappa
help of Dr. Jacoby and Mrs. Gole- and JIM CORSON.
tion and equipment, $2,200 for new
rvfjlta competition. Although he
man.
DORIS HANCOCK, Pacific for
books for the library.
led to qualify for the finals,
3. Banking and Finance—led by
OPERATING LOSS
Hy Burness of Redlands TJniver- ensic veteran, who won first place Kenneth Klaas with the help of
in
women's
extempore
at
the
Pi
y was ahead of him in the final
Next year's rental will be the
Mr. Ritter.
largest yet paid by the J. C., which
- . i mputations among Pi Kappa Kappa Delta meet at Pasadena last
Wednesday
morning
at
9:50:
paid $40,000 in 1937-38 and $50,000
jta entries. University of South- week.
1. Vocational guidance of the
during the past year. However, in
California made practically a
A
second Generation of Oriental stu
both of these years the College of
lrr!tian sweep in this event.
dents, led by Sam Takagishi as
JOHN G. ELLIOTT, dean of the the Pacific suffered a loss on the
JGE TOURNEY
sisted
by
Professor
Colliver
and
Conservatory, who this week was rental, because of constantly in
1 Nearly fifty senior colleges and
Jack Blinn, student chairman of
selected to be a judge in a national creasing J. C. enrollment and high
iversities from eight or nine
the Vocational Guidance Commit
song contest.
rate of depreciation. Figures re
Special Assembly
>:ites sent representatives to Pasatee.
leased by Dr. Knoles indicate that
na for this huge forensic meet2. Public Utilities, led by Pro
Moved Up; Speeches
Coder, Farley, Knoles Star In Lavish
another loss might not be unlikely
*'nt
Extemporaneous s p e a k i n g
fessor Fenix.
this year.
Following
Thursday
ind nearly seventy-five entries
Faculty Production; Record Attendance
3. T e a c h i n g and Education
Stated Dr. Knoles: "Last year the
'' "»• S»in' |,J senior college men's competithrough the 'co-operation of the
College of the Pacific's expenditure
1
11
Last-Minute
Sign-Ups
The
nominating
assembly
for
of
'' hSBlt!. Education Department, Mr. ChasT h a n k gosh, t h e r e ' s a vacation coming u p !
on the facilities exceeded the rental
• , All five of the varsity teams
tain, alumnus of the College of the
Boost Total To 165
T
h a t ' s w h a t Pacificites a r e still gasping t h i s m o r n  fices in the Pacific Student Asso
figure by more than $1,000. We are
!re
* that t4e,, eliminated in the preliminary
Pacific and principal of Oakdale i n g a f t e r t h e d a y before, w h e n t h e F a c u l t y w e n t b e r s e r k ciation has been advanced to Tues
glad to make available our equip
Farley and Fanuc; - I p, # >en rounds.
ment to the Stockton Board of.
With a record membership of Union High School will speak.
day, April 11, at which time can
—
s
t
a
r
k
,
s
t
a
r
i
n
g
b
e
r
s
e
r
k
.
I
t
will
t
a
k
e
t
h
e
Pacific
c
a
m

n
ta
1. Gregg Phlfer and Martin Pu
Wednesday afternoon at 1:30:
Education, but we cannot continue
nt k.
^ h, Marie Nichols and Doris Han- 165 students, faculty, and crew, Pa 1. Art, led by Charlotte Meeslte. p u s a t l e a s t a w e e k t o recover f r o m t h e hilarious effects didates for all elective offices in
to do so at a continuous loss."
.— the student body will be advanced.
Conservatory Head To
, ':k all won four and lost three cific's greatest motorized covered
2. Biological Sciences, through of "Much Ado About Romeo and^
A note of optimism was struck
bates. Bill Biddick and Carl wagon caravan, The Death Valley the co-operation of Marie Nichols Juliet," the second annual Faculty
Decide Song Contest
A conflict in assembly schedules
by the Pacific president when he
play presented before a pack-jam
ller
won three. Gladys Bar»
and
Dr.
Noble.
Dr.
Sippy
of
the
required
the
change
from
the
orig
Expedition begins tomorrow morn
pointed out that there would be no
ilomew and Jean Miller dropped
H
San Joaquin Health Department med Auditorium yesterday morn
inal plan, which contemplated hav
Johhn Gilchrist Elliott, dean of large construction expenditure in
>< :-<••
ing at 6:00 a. m., a 1600-mile spring
ing.
in the preliminaries.
will speak.
ing nominations on April 13 and the College of the Pacific Con 1939-40 such as was incurred in the
Written by Dr. William Coder,
'?"• >o
vacation trip through the scenic
JCKTON J. C. SCORES
3. Office and Secretarial work,
elections on April 20. The present servatory, will act as judge in the past year by the erection of the
• • ni dj!
Illen Breed and Claude Hogan, and industrial wonders of Cali under the direction of Professor Pacific's Bard (Un-Bard by Eiseline-up
places
the
traditional National Association of Life Un library and remodelling of Weber
len), the super-colossal musical
Wii« M0 represented Stockton Junior fornia. Last minute registration Windmiller.
speaches by presidential candidates derwriters' nation-wide song con Hall.
comedy
extravaganza
to
end
all
' - liege in lower division compeon Thursday, April 13 and the elec test, which ends on June 30.
boosted the total of "trippers" FINAL DAY
ORTON LAUDS
musicomedies brought the most tal
"ion, won eight debates and lost
tion on Tuesday, April 18. Candi
The contest is being held to
Principal Dwayne Orton of the
ented Faculty men to the fore
Thursday morning at 9:50:
• o. leaving them in third place above the expected 150 mark.
Biddick And Fuller
dates for the other PSA offices commemorate fifty years of service
Junior College heralded the accept
1. Retailing, led by Professor with results that almost proved
Geared to a travel plan of high
|the entire junior college section.
will be presented at the April 13 of the association and to select a
ance of the new proposal with the
Face Utah April 6
fatal to the convulsed audience.
;ty-eight junior college debate efficiency, the trip has been Connolly.
meeting, time permitting.
song suitable for the organization following statement:
2. Speech and Dramatic Work. SUCH ACTING!
from twenty-five institu- planned to the minute in order to
President Erwin C. Farley will and its 330 units in the United
"We are happy that arrangements
One debate against the Univer
is entered the men's section, include the most extensive itiner The entire speech department will
Highlighted by the pussyfooting
recognize nominations for the fol States.
have been consummated for next
king it by far the largest di- ary in the seven-year history of form a panel to present a worth of sterling Fred Farley, the non sity of Utah during spring vacation lowing offices: president, viceOther judges chosen with Dean year and we trust that the removal
the C. O. P. expedition. All activi while discussion.
lon of the tournament.
pareil among Romeos, the demure- on the afternoon of April 6 and president, treasurer, secretary, exe Elliott are Dr. Francis Snow, or
of this year's difficulties will pave
3.
Physical
Sciences,
led
by
two
debates
against
the
University
ties
and
the
time
allotment
for
,31-eed and Hogan are both freshness of winsome Wiltjelmina Cod
cutive committee (five members- ganist and choir master of Trinity the way for an enduring relation
This was their fourth tour- each are the culmination of Jack Blinn and with the help of er, and the appearance of Shakes of New Mexico on April 13 are the at-large), publications committee Church, Boston, and Professor Har
ship in the future."
nent of their first year of com- months of organization and the Professor Jonte.
peare himself, looking suspiciously next listings on the forensic calen (five members, the highest to be old Gleason, of the Eastman
Definitely meeting the objections
There
will
be
two
compulsory
as
dar
of
the
College
of
the
Pacific.
experiences
of
the
six
previous
;ition, and their record shows
like Tully Knoles with a pitchfork,
come chairman), and head yell School of Music, University of of Education Board member J. O.
semblies
in
that
week
because
of
trips.
sistent improvement.
Bill Biddick and Carl Fuller will leader.
the half-hour, four-act play suc
Rochester, New York.
Gossett that the rental rate was
JcAdams and Thornton were
The "Gravy Crew" has already no compulsory assembly yesterday. ceeded in raising plenty of fifteen represent the Pacific Student Asso
o
All organizations are requested
too high and was putting too great
It
is
hoped
that
Brother
Leo
of
ciation in the encounter with the
ainated in the preliminaries. been engaged for weeks in pack
centses for the S. C. A. cabin.
to note the change in date, and to
a burden on local tax-payers, Orton
St.
Mary's
will
speak
on
some
ap
^Jie of the junior college entries ing and boxing in individual con
President Knoles made his dra University of Utah. Biddick, a be prepared with all nominations
said, "The administration of the
'' • 1 S<*l3iklified for semi-finals in ex- tainers the non-perishable foods for propriate subject at the regular matic entrance in the final act by sophomore of the Stockton Junior desired on the Tuesday after spring
Stockton Junior College feels cer
assembly
period
on
Thursday.
College,
and
Fuller,
a
junior
at
\ nporaneous speaking, impromp- immediate distribution at meals.
way of a ladder from the base
vacation. Both Tuesday and Thurs
tain that there ape no finer facili
The
closing
address
of
the
Voca
ment, coming up from the nether Pacific, have been teaming to day meetings will be compulsory.
o%.
V* '
* *• Jj or oratory.
This will eliminate excessive stops
ties
available than the College of
—o
if ruaorf
for the preparation of mid-day tional Guidance Session will be an regions with white night gown gether with success all season. The
o
the Pacific campus provides. Fur
address given by Dr. Paul Cad- and goatee flapping in the breeze. locals will have the' negative side
Carl Frisen, senior in the Col thermore, the J. C. budget will not
meals.
man, former dean of men at the
The cast, splendid throughout, of the Pi Kappa Delta "pumplege of the Pacific, this week re require any more money from the
I— I*1",
Highlights of the expedition will University of California. He will
priming" question.
ceived notification that he has Stockton school fund than in the
, r, fr
be the field courses conducted by speak on job-finding in general and also numbered the following Thes
The College of the Pacific will
been awarded a graduate scholar past year."
members of the resource leaders, what is expected of future em pians: Jim Corson as Old Man
Capulet, "Louise" Windmiller as debate the University of New
ship in Sociology for the year
The completion of rental plans
Red Rock Canyon, and the stop ployees.
Lady Capulet, Allen Waldo as Ty Mexico, once on each side of the
1939-40 by Connecticut State Col for the coming year completely
over and exploration of Death Val
The whole program, because of balt, Robert Fenix as Paris, Harold national question. It is probable
elected by secret ballot of the
lege at Storrs, Connecticut.
spiked early rumors that the Junior
ley.
conflicting hours and speakers, is Jacoby as Mercutio, "Moe Gins that one of these debates will be
^ mn-Committee last Monday, Dick
The scholarship will enable College might move elsewhere, per
subject
to
revision.
Definite
sched
! rrall, Bob Kientz, and Bill Bidberg" Norman as the Apothecary, held in the afternoon and the other
Frisen to do a great deal of re haps to already over-crowded
ule will be announced later.
will represent the Pacific StuDwayne Orton and Clarence Lar in the evening. Local pairings in
search in the Storrs laboratories, Stockton High School.
Alpha Theta Phi
•• jjj»#jt Association at the annual Fa
son as a couple of armies, and these contests are not yet arranged.
generally recognized as among the
Sponsors Show
San Francisco State College will
de Coast Deans' and Counselors'
"Thomasina" Connolly as Juliet's
finest in the East, as well as to
' ' 1 ., jnference at San Diego, April 13,
nurse. This latter was a very ef come to the local campus on April
secure his master's degree. He
and 15
fective bit part, done in Connolly's 14 for a discussion of socialized
Art Farey's original one-act play, will also serve as laboratory as
, . -r.T*3^ ju
medicince. The local team to meet 'Bolivar," will be presented in a sistant.
• ' '(.Jten who are leaders on campuses
best "Oirish" brogue.
them is also undecided.
The All College Honor Society
'
the major colleges and unione night stand on Friday, April
Frisen
is replacing
Richard
4
Professor Allan Bacon addressed EISELEN CRASHES
21 with one of the most stellar Draper, Pacific '37, who has been
i -1Nlsities of the Pacific Coast, to- will select ten new members at a the meeting of the San Joaquin
Despite the public threat of
casts in the history of the college. at Connecticut State for the past
, • '' yber with deans and counselors meeting called by President Bobbin County Branch of California Com Traitor Malcolm Eiselen to picket
Of interest to dramatic students
"" «n their respective institutions, Gay Peck, the Monday following posers' and Writers' Society Wed the show and sue the producer for
Alpha Theta Phi, honorary dra two years. Draper has received a
nLjtl be present at this conference. vacation, April 10.
matic society, Is sponsoring the Fellowship at the University of will be the summer session to be
nesday on the subject, "The Histori slander, "Much Ado" went off in
conducted in San Francisco be
for
A Inflfl
fean of Men James Corson will
The ten new members elected cal Background of the Modern Day comparative calm, except
play, and its members will compose Pennsylvania,
tween July 21 and August 12 by
Iy
| .present the local institution, ac- must have a B average and also Organ." His remarks reviewed the Juliet's death when the hero
Final
approval
of
Frisen's
schol
the cast.
, p C L" npanying the student delegates must have extra-curricular activity early organ builders and Instru ine killed herself with a dose of
"Bolivar" is being given at this arship is pending the okay of the De Marcus Brown, Art Farey, and
Four members of the Interna time primarily to raise money in Storrs budget by the Connecticut John Crabbe. Instruction will take
f"|0^ - jJtheir trip to San Diego.
points. These ten will be the highest ments up to the latest In electric Eiselen's lectures and a long, loud
tional
Affairs Club participated in order to send delegates to the na State Legislature, which convenes place at the Golden Bough Theatre.
solitary
boo
resounded
throughout
pO'
o
of a posible forty eligible for the organs. The meeting was held at
Courses will include technical
b
society. Faculty members are some the home of Lucille Elliott, 401 East the house. No one yet has figured a panel discussion of the crisis in tional Alpha Theta Phi meeting next month.
work, basic stage craft for teachers,
Central Europe before the regular which will be held in Salt Lake
out
how
Eiselen
gained
entrance
Mendocino.
times chosen.
acting instruction, and specialized
meeting of the club last Tuesday. City.
The All College Honor Society
Galen "Stub" Harvey, program to the Auditorium.
study such as make-up And costum
Guy
Wakefield
presented
some
of
Sparkling
features
of
the
pro
Assembly will be held on April 20, chairman, gave a review of the
LEADS CAST
ing. Two productions, open to the
• »r. Tully C. Knoles is one of the with Brother Leo of St. Mary s activities of the society as a whole duction were the intricate dance the factual background necessary
public, are scheduled for the first
Dick Mirski is portraying the
' £ men in California to be chosen College the speaker.
and described plans for the so routines and ensemble singing, to an understanding of the situa
and
third week-ends. The instruc
leading
role,
that
of
the
dashing,
tion.
Mrs.
June
Naboisek
discussed
which
highlighted
the
shagging
an administratrive position in
This honor society was initiated ciety's musical contribution to the
Pacific's annual Peace Day dem tors are endeavoring to get rights
California Physicians Service, at Pacific by Professor Hay, of the San Francisco Fair during the and tenoring of Jim Corson. The the appeasement policy of the daring, devil-may-care Simon Boli
(f of whom are leaders in medical Mathematics Department, in the week of August 21, 1939.
music, under the joint direction democracies, or "non-aggressor" var, who has been termed by some onstration will be held this year on to produce "Our Town." If they
as the Napoleon of South America, April 25, the Executive Committee succeed, it will be the first coast
i non-medical fields.
After the meeting an informal of John Elliott and "Pop" Gordon states, as she termed them. Then
fall of 1927. The present charter
' ?he chief aim of the Service at members are Dr. Knoles, Dr. reception was held in honor of was not original, but was plenty Chris Pappas presented the theory while others think him comparable of the PSA ruled at its last meet production of the play.
Four units of credit will be given
that German domination of Cen to George Washington. He was the ing.
sent is a plan for the monthly Harris, and Miss Burton.
Professor Bacon, who is leaving on loud.
to students yrho pass the course.
founder
of
the
Pan-American
rela
Since
the
orginal
date,
April
18,
tral
Europe
may
be
necessary
to
Pacific
has
nothing
to
do
now
'ayment of group medical, surhis third transcontinental concert
o
but recuperate and start counting give economic and political stability tionship as it exists today, and is conflicted with another major item Registration fee will be $25.00.
- •••'. al, and hospital at a low cost,
tour next week.
now receiving great recognition on the college calendar, the annual Other costs will be nominal, al
s California Medical Association
As special guests of the local the days until next year's Faculty to the countries involved.
though the student must find his
since we a.re becoming closer to event was postponed one week.
Kipp
Gimple,
the
other
member
production.
the sponsor of the movement.
branch, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Martin,
the
Central
and
South
American
own
boarding facilities.
Bill
Biddick,
representing
the
of
the
panel,
questioned
the
idea
o
Y Lyman Wilbur, president of
Jr., of the Stockton Record and
This is the first summer session
that Hitler's next move would be countries. Playing opposite Bolivar Executive Committee, will work
^7 A Service and also president of
Miss Ida Endlcott, Stockton li
to the east. The discussion was are both Vada Ward and Claribel with Bill Workman of the S. C. A. of this kind to be attempted by the
o a k d a 1 e's well-known Girls' brarian, were present.
nford, revealed that the memsummarized
by Gregg Phifer, club Coffman, as his wife and favorite Peace Committee in formulating College of the Pacific. De Marcus
Tumbbling
Team
will
be
featured
••'ship is composed of more than
Brown, director of the Pacific
mistress.
plans for this year's Peace Day.
president.
f the licensed practitioners in on the assembly program on April
Little Theatre and formerly a stu
This drama will be the fourth
o
The next meeting of the Inter
13, immediately following the
' 7 state.
dent at the San Francisco Theatre
During this last week, the S. C. A. national Affairs Club will be held original production to be given at
speeches by candidates for the of
School, will return to that city as
has been holding daily informal at 2:30 on the Tuesday after vaca Pacific in the last year. Art Farey
fice of president of the Pacific Stu
a producer after successfully com
social gatherings for all those in tion, April 11, in the S. C. A. rooms wrote the biographical drama to
dent Association.
pleting his one-hundreth production
show the character of Bolivar and
The "History and Development of terested in the organization. The
This girls' group presented a pro
to point out the highlights of his
Radio Stage presents "Diary of at Pacific.
gram at the San Francisco Exposi the Cement Industry" was the socials have drawn a large number
career.
of people to talk about the S. C. A,
A Madman," with Richard Mirski
atured on the program at the tion recently, though plagued by topic discussed by Mr. Steve Pierce,
The production is given in addi in the leading role, and Jack
Dr. Fred J. Conzelman of the
Sation dinner of Pi Gamma Mu, union troubles which prevented chief research chemist of the Cala see the plans of both the new build
tion to the regular Little Theatre Holmes, Herman Spindt, and Clyde
tonal honorary social science so- them from having music to accom veras Cement Co. of San Andreas, ings that are to be built for the State Hospital will speak before
Last Saturday afternoon, March
who was the guest speaker at the S. C. A., including the large sketch the Frosh Club on the Monday fol season. Tickets will go on sale at Lindsay tonight at 7:30 This con
V, v/as a debate on the subject pany their program. Photographers
of the Hogan Dam cabin and its lowing vacation, April 10. Dr. Con a later date which will be given cludes the dramatized short stories 25th, members of the S. C. A gave
fpump-priming" between Martin from Life magazine will be in the regular monthly meeting of Ortho
in the Weekly and on the Bulletin of Guy de Maupassant, broadcast a picnic for the children of the
Sch and Gregg Phifer, debate auditorium to take photographs of Meta Para on the evening of March surroundings showing swimming, zelman was previously scheduled
Colony Club Sunday School
Boards.
by Radio Stage.
|*o appear last week.
games, and sleeping faciliw##.
21.
their work.
pagues.
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Taffy Pull
Enjoyed At
Epsilon

Tau Kappa Has Mrs. Knoles
Progressive
Dinner

Is Luncheon
Hostess

One of the most delightful spring
In spite of the clouds and rain
affairs in administrative circles
Sunday
afternoon
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon Lambda Sigma enter
tained its new pledges and their Kappa alumnae met together for was the luncheon given by Mrs.
guests Saturday evening at the a progressive dinner.
There were Tully C. Knoles at her campus
annual taffy pull dance. On arriv about fifty present including alums, home Tuesday at twelve-thirty
ing, the guests were presented with
their husbands, and a few friends o'clock in the honor of the wives
cook hats, recipes, and ingredients,
of
the sorority. The theme of of members of the Board of Trus
and were sent to the kitchen.
After their efforts at cooking were "Around the World" was carried tees of the College of the Pacific.
The luncheon table was attrac
completed, everyone adjourned to out very well as the dinner pro
the living rooms for a radio gressed. Hawaii was the first stop tively appointed, with spring flow
where cocktails were served at the ers striking the decorative note.
dance.
Marguerite Etzel was general home of Mrs. R. C. Wood on Ful
Guests of Mrs. Knoles on this
chairman, and her committees ton Avenue. Assisting her were
occasion
were Mrs. W. C. Ander
were: Decorations, Mimi Gould, Edna Clark and Virginia Young.
Alice Tilton, Jean Ferguson, Lora The girls were dressed in Ha son of San Jose, Mrs. G. D. GilLou Child, and Camillc Goff; re waiian costume and the decora man of San Jose, Mrs. Hugh K.
freshments, Doris Rankin, Jean tions of the room carried out the Hamilton of Lodi, Mrs. Benjamin
Holt of Stockton, Mrs. W. M.
A r n o t ; a r r a n g e m e n t s , B a r b a r a theme.
Anne Reinle, Clarible Coffman, and
The next stop was at the Van Hotle of Sebastopol, Mrs. Charles
Jean Morrall;
Gilder home on Poplar Street M. Jackson of Stockton, Mrs. O. D.
Members, pledges, and their which, with the flags of all na Jacoby of Oakland, Mrs. E. A.
guests were: Marguerite Etzel, Irv tions used in decorations, repre Lowther of San Francisco, Mrs. J.
ing Fritz, Madge Hepburn, Gene sented the League of Nations. H. McCallum of San Francisco,
Rotsch, Margaret Trabert, Bill Salad combinations of all coun Mrs. Percy F. Morris of Berkeley,
Avery, Virginia Sack, Forrest Horn tries were served from the buffet Mrs. Charles Segerstrom of Sonora,
Mrs. Charles H. J. Truman of Oak
nald, Jane Jordan, Barre Stephens, table.
land, Mrs. B. C. Wallace of Stock
Dorothy Sack, Hugh Hutchins,
From there the group progressed
Jean Caubu, Glen Tanner, Ro- to Java to partake of Reichstafl, ton, and Mrs. H. E. Williamson of
Stockton.
wena Satterberg, Bill Thomas.
the staple food of the Javanese.
Miss Opal Berg, dean of women;
Jean Arnot, Frank Pursel, Mary This was held at the home of An
Elizabeth Kenyon, Cordner Nelson, na Mae Snook. Mrs. Olga Snook Mrs. O. H. Ritter, wife of the
Patricia Seavers, Jerry Cicinato, explained the correct native way comptroller; and Miss Grace Car
Beth Shauer, Elton Martin, Ruth to eat the food which was served ter, secretary to the President of
Udden, Dan Looney, Barbara Anne by four girls in waiters' costume the College; and Mrs. Knoles,
senior.
Reinle, Clem Swagerty, Jacklyn of Java.
Burton. Bob Downs, Martha GifIceland was the country chosen
V
ford, Stan Hill, Ruth Stewart, for desert which was held at the
Johnnie Singleton.
home of Mrs. G. Warren White
Jean Ferguson, Dick Bentley, on Stadium Drive. Assisting her
Dorothy Rankin, Jack McBride, were Margaret Wenhold, Margaret
Eloise Smith, Doug Powell, Lucille Grenfell, and Margaret Brooks.
Kowatch, Bill Livie, Lillian KoThe Clothing Construction class
Following the dinner the group
watch, Dave Livie, Bette Kirkpat- returned to the sorority house to was presented with a fashion show
rick, Jerry Bentley, DeEtte Ham- enjoy Turkish coffee, Little Joan this week through the courtesy of
sher. Bill Toland, Kay Lund, Line Vierra, dressed in Turkish cos the PICTORIAL REVIEW Pattern
Rohanga, Doris Rankin, Gene Min- tume opened the door for the Company under the direction of
son, Adrian Squires, Art Irish, guests.
Helen Sayles was in company representative Miss
Claribel Coffman, Bud Meyers.
charge, assisted by Lois Scantle- Strickland. Twenty gowns were
Barbara Laddon, Dick Morrall, berry and Mrs. Vierra. Holly Hall, shown and the best ones were
Lois Bugbee, Ben Hamm. LoraLou Alice Hall and Rae Hungerford modeled by students while Miss
Childs, Jack Payne, Jean Morrall, entertained the guests with a short Strickland pointed out the latest
Loren Wann, Jeanne Marblestone, program.
fashion trends.
Bill Hunefeld, Mary Barbara Baer,
Ken Klaas, Reba Sinclair, Elton
Cencirulo, Jean Miller, Ty Power,
Marion Bach, Randy Scott, Camille Goff, Lew Stone, Mimi
Gould, and Jack Cooper.
Pledge officers were elected last
Preceding the regular meeting,
Thursday night by the pledge class Tau Kappa girls met at the house
of Mu Zeta Rho sorority at their for a "bean feed." Pledges in charge
regular meeting.
of the affair were Marnie Nile,
As a result of the election, Betty Barbara Lennox, Rosemary StraThe Zetagathean Mothers' Club Lee Matthews became president; der, Margot
Mclntyre, Gloria
is having a card party tonight in Dorothy Guerin, secretary; and Hopps and Mildred Field.
the Student Christian Association Harriet Budin, treasurer.
rooms at 8 o'clock. Mrs. T. A.
A discussion of group activities
Vignolo is chairman of the event. was held and the meeting was con
The rooms will be attractively cluded by entertainment and re
decorated with the spring flowers. freshments.

Fashion Show Is
Given For Class

PLEDGES ELECT
OFFICERS

Bean Feed At
Tau Kappa

MOTHERS MEET
TONIGHT
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Business And Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S

Main & EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

i COLLEGE PINS
J AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

FRIED BERBER'S
839 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS , , t

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

JACKIE COOPER
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
ANDY DEVINE

Grid Practice Lodi Crushes
SPORTS Nears Spring J. C. Squad
64 To 44
Skiers Close Climax
Cubs Outnumbered
Season With Inter-squad Competition Tiger
Begins As Annual Alumni As They Take Second
Straight Defeat
A Bang
Game Looms

SOCIETY
'Bunny Hop'
Is Dance
Theme

Morill Wins Honors
At Snow Carnival

In keeping with the Easter sea
son, members of Alpha Theta Tau
sorority chose the "Bunny Hop"
theme for their semi- annual pledge
dance last Saturday night.
Decorations were in yellow and
white, with Easter baskets, eggs,
and bunnies used decoratively to
further the theme.
Miss Mary Dolman, housemother,
was hostess to Dr. and Mrs. Will
iam Coder, Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Waldo, Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jacoby,
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farey,
who were patrons and patronesses
for the evening.
Betty Barry was general chair
man of the dance, and she was as
sisted by Artelle Baxter and Bette
Flickinger.
Honorees for the affair were
Marit Brandstad, Dawn Zuckerman, Aileen Bolter, Claire Pratt,
Audrey Grady, Roxine Haffel, Jane
Ketman, Bonnie Smith, Doris
Guernsey, Laura Frances Blossom,
Mary Rice, Sally Hoge, Janet Por
ter, Ruth Coward, and Jane Grey.
Members of the sorority attend
ing were Virginia Weston, June
Lane, Bette Flickinger, Virginia
Nelson, Murile Logerwell, Roberta
Ball,-Betty Barry, Bea McCarl, Jean
Strong, Virginia Wirth, Nicholina
Ficovich, Mary Ficovich, Pat Mello,
Toni Rifberg, Maxine Oliver, Rose
Lee Rowe, Muriel Brown, Jackie
Parker, and Nell De Young.
Guests for the evening were Bill
Brock, Norm Davis, Johnnie Owen,
Jack Colberg, Dick Patriquin, Bud
Doyle, Pat Dunlap, Bob Wentz,
George Atkins, Stan Vaughn, Ethan
Higgins, Ed Seville, Karl Rigor,
Norman Lamb, Tom Olaeta.
Bob Blewett, Gordie White, Jim
Chinnis, Bob McCarthy, Paul Rippon, Roy Berry, Ernie Atkinson,
Les Knoles, Bill Scantlebury, Bill
Roberts, Doug Campbell, Don McKinley, Lee Kerfoot, Harmon Ginn,
Nat Brown, George Tomasini, Mar
tin Shearer, and Eldred Barnes.

Bringing down the curtain on
its winter sports season with huge
success, the Pacific Ski Club held
its first annual ski carnival last
Saturday at Donner Summit. Over
twenty-five contestants took part
in the meet.
Competition was held in slalom
and downhill races with two sep
arate classes competing, the vet
erans and novice divisions.
MORILL STARS
Lew Morill was awarded the
honor of the most outstanding per
former of the day as he won first
place in both the slalom and down
hill events. Bob Coe took second in
the downhill run and third in the
slaloming to share second place
honors with Bill Schedler, who
reversed the deal with a second
slalom race and a third in the
downhill event.
In the novice class, Ogden Cooley
and Chet Phillips reigned supreme.
Cooley took first in the slalom race
and Phillips snared top honors on
the downhill run.
FAIR FEMMES
Jean Goodwin, Dawn Zuckerman
and Gale Rawles were the tops in
the women's division. Jean was
first in both events with Dawn hot
on her trail with a pair of second
places.

New Records Set
In Interclass
Fighting a nip-and-tuck battle
with the highly touted Seniors, the
Junior class cindermen went into
the final round of Pacific's inter
class track meet yesterday after
noon with a two point lead over
their nearest rival.
Leaving
the
Freshman
and
Sophomore classes in the dust, the
two upper class teams shared top
honors in all of Wednesday's
events.
Tomasini led the way for the
Juniors as he finished out in front
in the quarter mile, setting a new
record of 52.1. Cordner Nelson
equaled Tomasini feat for the
Seniors by breaking Pacific's rec
ord in the mile run. Nelson covered
the distance in 4:41.3.
Ritchie, Pursel and Hill added
three first place honors to the
Juniors score as they copped the
220-yd. dash, broadjump and the
low hurdles. Mick Parsons gave the
Seniors their other first in the
javelin throw.

Mrs. Garrigan To
Help Sewers
Do you wish assistance with
your spring wardrobe? Mrs. Gar
rigan is offering a clothing sec
tion on Wednesday afternoon to
girls who are interested in getting
some assistance.
Any student wishing to sew un
der guidance is invited to bring her
clothing problems to Room 216W
on Wednesday afternoon from 1:30
to 4:15.

"THE SPIRIT OF
CULVER"
and
PRESTON FOSTER
IRENE HARVEY
FRANK JENKS

"SOCIETY SMUGGLERS"
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The Stockton Jr. College inermi
Marking their second defeat of ran their string of wins to fit
Pacific's football candidates com
the season, Coach- Jackson's Jay- straight, when they defeated Lo'
pleted their final week of spring
High School 36-21 in the Pacil
practice before Easter vacation this see tracksters once again took the
pool Wednesday afternoon.
I
week with a strong workout includ count in a 64-44 drubbing at the
hands
of
the
Lodi
Flames
last
Fred
Van
Dyke
again
proved
ing passing, and blocking drills.
Friday afternoon at Baxter Stadi be the star of the meet in winnir
With Coach Stagg and Ralph
both the 220 yd. free style, and
um.
Francis alternating with the line
With only a small turnout for 100 yd. back stroke.
and backfield men, the team has
the Jaysee squad the Lodi team
Exhibition diving by Ward
developed into a probable strong
found it an easy task to run up Davies, both of S. J. C. held
squad for the regular gridiron
a sizable score. Hanner, Ramos, crowds attention between
season.
sever #jon&blc
Teirnan and Bales carried the of the events.
e
Bobby Kientz, Pacific's Little points for the Tigermen, while
in•„ t» haS
Next
victims
of
the
local
merm/^uey,
All-American, has shown his old Shane, Miller, and Stark proved
V
of the
l
form during the past scrimmages themselves as possibilities with the will be San Jose State when the ti>
tion
, weekend- '
'
with his deceptive running and ball addition of a point or two in the teams meet in the Pacific po«ca
Friday, April 14
puniap
handling. Jake Jacobsen has looked meet.
Wter r
,he rumor tn.
outstanding at the end position,
tBe
SUMMARY
Mile Run — Won by Hanner
I
verify
_„ furor H«
while "Jo-Babe" McWilliams looms (SJC);
small
Mitchell
(L),
second;
hall
ted
as steady as ever at the pivot spot.
50 yd. free, first, Bird (S)
0' Mij1re»
8nd 7 °V>-'V'
Early (L), third. Time, 4:56.5.
M
^"circle'
<»
t
c
u
Holding inter-squad scrimmages
100-yd. Dash — Won by Keller (L) tie, third, Owen (S) time, 25,:ity ' leaKed ° t
for the past week, Coach Stagg and (L); Wilson (L), second; Ostrand100 yd. free, first, Owen <Sr
his front-line tutor, Francis, are siz er <SJC), third. Time :10.3.
second, Mills (L), third, Bushmi
pel
' °
ing up their material for the com
:;#8 pio
,t Loige and The
440-yd. Dash — Won by Bittner (L) time, 56.6.
ing pigskin season.
220 yd. free, first, Van Dyke (3,,a, Y°SJLe the latter had
(L); Tiernan (SJC), second; John
Alton Hedges, veteran wingman son (L), third. Time, :57.2.
second Trioli (L), third Matteoi>6
'
of the Tiger forward wall, has been
T^,sen.
resident manager
High Hurdles — Won by Sales (L), time 2:23.1.
>
showing the newcomers his heels (SJC); Muller ((L), second; Stark
100 yd. Breast stroke, first, JW J®rr ' Tree, " ":S ht
during recent scrimmage and (SJC), third. Time, :16.6.
cobsen (S), second, Gnekow (S, CbristmaS..' of the f '
notl „
seems to be in his old time form
,vas quoted
880-yd. Run — Won by Schmier t h i r d , K l a p s t e i n ( L ) , t i m e 1 : 0 8 . *, d w h e n
I
and begging for action.
100
yd.
hack,
first,
Van
Dyke
(3
,
decision,
s
Bonnu
(L); Miller (SJC), second; Han
Putting on several pounds of beef
second, J. Van Dyke (S). thir^j'^ >°^hat wil me
ner (SJC), third. Time, 2:7.6.
since last season, signal callers,
220-yd. Dash—Won by Tellihe Koeneka (L), time 1:05.7.
nlekle
band in
Tommy Olaeta and Dale Halbert,
150 yd. Medley, won by Stocktoi *-e man hand
in
(L); Purviance (L), second; Tierboth give all the indications of
J.
Van
Dyke,
Jacobsen,
Bird,
ti~
free
new
I"
a
me
t'ree
-nan (SJC), third. Time, :24.8.
K nnl appear flnikey. I
being able to fill the vacancy left
Low Hurdles—Won by Shank 1:28.9.
it.*•t wanns.
wanna
„„»m is
Phi outfit
by Joe Siegfried.
200
yd.
Relay,
won
by
Lodi,
Moif
R)]0 lambda
(L)'; Ramos (SJC), second; Wil
Olaeta has been temporarily
gomery, Roach, Bushman, Matteoa bafta stay in line while
son (L), third. Time :18.3.
shelved because of a cracked rib.
p>
time 1:50.
yep. dere
Football Throw—Won by Mills
l UP here,
In the few weeks left after
out dere dead afor
(SJC);
Stark
(SJC),
second;
arry
(i e
Easter vacation Coach Stagg will
(unquote).
Da vies (SJC), third. Distance, 189
leave.'
put the boys through the paces in
formal committer
it house
preparation for the annual Varsity- feet.
Inglis, Georgi
Pole Vault—Tie for first by Ra
'Glutz'
Alumni gridiron classic to be
ton
Bob -Killer'
mos (SJC), Farley (L); Fawcett
Blaufuss,
played on April 22.
anier"
•Donkey" Dunlap am
(L), Third. Distance, 10 feet, 6
o
Ife Pat
Wilson on
inches.
."Yercarcass
Shot Put—Won by Purviance
Last Wednesday Modesto Junl|t trip to Napa, did howevei
(L); Mettler (L), second; Shane College
defeated the Stocktei'that the Major remove hi
(SJC), Haycock (SJC), third. Dis Junior C o l l e g e t e n n i s t e a m , f o i b e e r c o n c e s s i o n f o r t h f
tance, 46 feet 11 inches.
matches to two, in a return engagf t 0f May 20th, which
High Jump—Triple tie for first ment played on the Pacific court'
of the affair.
by Davies (SJC), Ostrander (SJC),
Jack Dixon, ranking Mode*"christmas Tree for vr.<Tomorrow morning at ten o'clock Gundert (L). Distance, 5 feet 7Yi player, took the first set of J
the College of the Pacific tennis inches.
match with Stewart Brov
Broad Jump—Won by Keller handily, but was forced to tl
team will meet, the California Ag
gie netmen on the Pacific courts (L); Hotestein (L), second; Davies limit in the second set which wei
Distance, 21 feet to 9-7 before Browne threw in
in a return matclj. The veteran (SJC), third.
towel.
team of Francis Hellman, Russ 2% inches.
Pugmire, Herman Sapiro, Jack
McBride and Ralph Trembley will
attempt an encore of the first
match in which the Davis farmers
were ploughed under six matches
SUNDAY—APRIL 2
to one, last Saturday.
Opening their 1939 track season
"LITTLE
PRINCESS"
In the feature match Captain against the Cal. Aggies, at Davis,
Shirley Temple
Francis Hellman after early diffi Coach Earl Jackson's Pacific Tigers
Anita Lonlae-Richard Green
culties in the first set ensconced went down to a hard fought 43 to
—ALSO 1 •
himself in the driver's seat and 85 defeat last Saturday afternoon.
"WINNER
TAKE ALL*'
Although the difference in the
rode rough-shod over Louis Bridge,
Tony Martin-Gloria Stuart
two teams, scores was a matter of
Aggie ranking man.
WEDNESDAY—APRIL
42 points, the meet proved to be
a thriller with the Aggies gaining
«CAFB SOCIETY**
Fred MacMnrray
the upper hand due to the size of
Madeleine Carroll
their squad.
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Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

•DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Phone
6-69161

Styled

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

109 N, Sutter
Phone 4-4613

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street S

the

SPORTS WE
DRESSES

for
CHAtykCTEfc CAHB1IS

12.95
14.95
16.95

'NTRODUCINi
FOR YOUR EASTER SIFT

sophisticated fashions .,,
exciting details . , .
clever new colors and

Come in and see our display!

color combines .
gay young prints . . .

A large assortment of

smart novelty

ICE CREAM Bulk

DONOVAN'S
SMART SHOP

Specials for Easter

336 E. Main St

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative
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CLOWES' DAIRY
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DRESSES
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for the

Featured at

2043 Pacific Avenue
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Easter Ap

Aggie Cindermen
Conquer Bengals

DONA MAE

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

to thi
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ward
Vega*
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Tiger Racketeers
Vie With Aggies
In Return Match

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific'

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

Den
Rite
Ron

Modesto Net
Team Trips
Cub Aces

BLUE RIBBON

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
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the College Girl

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Van Dyke Steals Show^
With Two Firsts

Tl
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LocalMermei
Dump Lodi
Splashers

YBRY

Ask us about our frozen creations: Pics, Cakes,

Cologne

You'll best accept the challenge by
putting your choice of these hats on
your own lovely head. They're the
kind of hats that make you feel more
important—and make you look so
much more attractive.

Chas- Haas & Sons

1.98

Perfume and

individual molds, and bricks—all made with
delicious . . .
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DELTA ICE CREAM
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JEWELERS

524 E. Main St:
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1928 Pacific Ave.
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hizites
Christen
To
'hristmas Tree Inn
t Formal Week End

ashionable Christmas Tree
jalet in the heart of beautiful
jipa Valley, has been chosen as
e location of the 1939 Rhizomia
*'
|ring Formal Weekend. Late last
OwSfht Carter "Pat" Dunlap, house
ianag-er, verified the rumor that
• . . .id created no small furor in
'*• 4
• 'JOrority circle and women's hall
'(ien word leaked out that of all
f,
i->U
hfcrthern California resorts, in:
j"' ^fading Rio Del Mar, Del Monte,
K hr«,
koya, Yosemite Lodge and The
(
ristmas Tree, the latter had
'I5p,'i, i> en chosen.
Major Jarrett, resident manager
the Christmas Tree, was highly
' ' V,
• t., *
iase<3 when notified of the fra'
^ n'ty's dec'si°n. He was quoted
I )a
saying, "De boys is gonna
ive a swell time, what wit me
'
' P.»u
p one man band in a nickle
^'VAno and me t'ree new hostess's,
^•"a^ldon't wanna appear finikey, but
s Rho Lambda Phi outfit is
ki
t
^o-^nna hafta stay in line while
'j'oaesto kijre up here, yep, dere gonna
T
'{! fta carry out dere dead afor
IJ leave'" (unquote).
« « ' e a n i Tpih
, /"* i
P* The house formal committee,
V*>UD /\rp# cston "Glutz" Inglis, George
"• lloomer" Blaufuss, Bob "Killer"
entz, Pat "Donkey" Dunlap and
"**
rk "Yercarcass". Wilson on a
lent trip to Napa, did however,
'
'•
t»» .^pist'that the Major remove his
r «v.d o_
^ am beer concession for the
eken<l of May 20th, which is
. •
H iekend
date of the affair.
th,
The Christmas Tree for years
»•»•«** witk

J"

VLSI

has been the. favorite haunt of
North bay elite and has never
before been utilized by a Pacific
fraternity. The discovery was
purely accidental, as the formal
committee was searching for a
soda-pop stand at the time. Yeah,
boom!

Denny-Jordan
Rites Climax
Romance
Coming as a complete surprise
to their many friends is the an
nouncement of the elopment of
Miss Jane Jordan and Mr. Ed
ward Denny last weekend in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Climaxing a whirlwind campus
romance, the ceremony was per
formed by a justice of the piece.
Only attendants were Miss Mar
guerite Etzel and Mr. Wayne Bird.
A double ring ceremony had
been planned, but since Mr. Den
ny was provided with only one
ring and Woolworths was closed,
the rite was read in the simpli
fied form.
Impromptu refreshments were
served in Mr. Denny's car for
the wedding guests. Each coke
bottle was tied with a ribbon of
white bridal satin and garnished
with a pretzel.

Colorful
Easter Apparel
for the

College Co-ed
Our second floor is teeming with smartly
designed styles in Easter and early sum
mer apparel. A grand selection to choose
from and very popularly priced.
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Bridal Path
Is Formally
Dedicated
It was a great day at Pacific
in the spring of '45—with the
colors flying, the band playing, and
the football team practicing its
"shag" to the tune of "Hold Tight."
The main event was the formal
dedication of Pacific's new "Bridal
Path" on the levee, to be given by
Governor Pat Dunlap.
Everyone was there, pushing and
crowding, waiting to get a glimpse
of the bride, charming Miss Marijane Reed, as she strode down the
dusty path which was lined with a
colorful array of cactus plants and
sagebrush. The groom, Galen M.
Harvey, also occupied a prominent
place in the ceremony. The mar
riage rites were performed by
Reverend Griffiths, well-known re
former of the fairer sex whose life
history can be found in any True
Story magazine.
A murmur burst out among the
crowd as the bride-to-be came into
view preceded by young Ben
Hamm Jr. and pretty little Penel
ope Dow, as ring-bearer and flower
girl. On the sidelines their moth
ers, Mrs. Lois Hamm and Mrs.
Betty Dow, beamed with pride.
It seemed that the only two
people not interested in the whole
affair were Janet Porter, who was
too busy wading in the river to
be bothered about matrimonial
problems, and Ed Seville, who was
concerned only with helping him
self to the punch which he had
personally "spiked."
The ceremony was carried out in
Pacific tradition by the Old Grads
singing "Pacific Hail" with tears
streaming down their faces. Fi
nally concluding the program was
a duet of "I Love You Truly,"
sung by Charm and Sherrwood, the
new owners of "Coo Inn" on Pa
cific Avenue.
As the Old Grads tearfully de
parted from their beloved campus
where exclamations of "Look me
up sometime" or I'll see you soon"
could be heard, the new Dean of
Women, Sally Hoge, filled her ad
dress book with names so that she
could send applications to all her
old friends asking for contribu
tions to the P. T. A. of which she
is in charge.
,
The newlyweds, better known as
"Pee-wee" and "Stub" to their
many friends, have gained a quick
start on the honeymoon trip to
Lodi and are to spend two weeks
in that city visiting relatives and
friends.
*

•

*

BULL SESSION
DISCLOSES
BETROTHAL
Miss Sherry Earl, a freshman of
Stockton Junior College, recently
surprised friends at a bull session
in her room in Women's Hall by
announcing her engagement to Mr.
Bob Weaver, of Stockton.
News of the betrothal was at
tractively disclosed In pieces of
orchid, lip-stick stained kleenex, on
which was pasted a picture of the
engaged couple taken approximate
ly sixteen years ago.
In celebration of the event the
girls chipped in to buy several
bottles of coke and a box of
cheese-its.

Lynch Is
Banquet
Hostess
Mrs. Cora Lynch will be hostess
this evening to all members of the
student body, faculty, and W. P. A.
when she entertains at her annual
birthday dinner in Anderson Din
ing Hall.
Louis-Philippe, who has been
Mrs. Lynch's chef for the past
twenty-four years, has prepared a
dinner, fit for the Board of
Trustees, in honor of the occasion.
Hors d'oeuvres and canapes will
be served by Mrs. Lynch's staff of
personally trained waiters, who are
mostly members of Alpha Kappa
Phi fraternity, in the beautiful
gardens adjoining the dining hall.
Crab cocktail, celery en branche,
olives, pickles, anchovies, and
caviar will be followed by the
piece de resistance—filet, de mignon, pommes de terre saute a la
francaise, early garden peas, as
paragus, and hot biscuits.
Guests will have their choice as
to avocado and tomato salad or
peach and cottage cheese salad.
Apple pie, angel food cake (a
slight charge will be made for
those desiring their dessert served
a la mode), camembert cheese,
gorganzola, and cafe royale will
complete the menu for this eve
ning's snack.
Following dinner, guests will en
joy a short musicale in the main
room of the hall. Rhizite friends
of the hostess will present the en
tertainment. Throughout the eve
ning, guests will drink to the
health of the lovely hostess in
Ritter champagne, '07.
*

*

*

Alpha Omega
Rho Is Pacific
Fraternity
Due to an overflow of brotherly
love and the cooperative spirit of
the three outstanding fraternities
on the campus, members of Alpha
Kappa Phi, Omega Phi Alpha, and
Rho Lambda Phi, announced their
amalgamation at a joint meeting
last night.
The new organization, known as
Alpha Omega Rho, was created at
the suggestion of Rhizomia because
of their fervent desire to work
with and for Omega Phi and Archania for the betterment of fra
ternity circles and the W. T. C. U.
One of the first resolutions
passed by the new organization
was for the abandonment of bull
sessions, dances, and other anti
social activities.
Additional plans were completed
for a series of home-made candy
sales to start next week in the
main hall of the Administration
building. Benefits from these sales
will go to the Alpha Omega Rho
Milk Fund for under-nourished ne
ophytes.
* * .*
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Free corsages will be presented
to all students paying their bills
on or before April 1st, by courtesy
of the Ritter Floral Shoppe
(Norman Wenger, campus repre
sentative).

Simple Service Waldos S. C.A.
Joins Campus Donors Due To
Cupies
Marital Rift
At a beautifuljy impressive condlelight ceremony performed in
the presence of approximately five
hundred relatives and close
friends, Miss Beverly Catherine
Wright and Mr. Robert Bastian
exchanged marriage vows yester
day in Pacific Memorable Chapel.
Simplicity struck the key-note
for the formal rites, and the rich
traditions of the ancient chapel
provided additional dignity.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president of
the alma mater of the couple, per
formed the double ring ceremony.
Miss Wright made a lovely pic
ture in the traditional bridal white,
for her gown was fashioned of
rose lace worn over angel satin.
A long lace and tulle veil was
held in place by a coronet of
orange blossoms.
Her bouquet
was of white orchids in shower ar
rangement.
Preceding the bride down the
aisle were a group of sorority
sisters. Miss Dorothy Guerin in
white mousseline de soie grace
fully scattered gardenia and white
rose petals in her capacity as flow
er girl. Six other close friends of
the bride were honor attendants.
Miss Janice Morrill, Miss Betty
Booth, Miss Junan Brozich, Miss
Frances Richardson, Miss Barbara
Caswell, and Miss Mildred Lagamarsino chose many-gored dresses
of white cellophane.
Mr. Bastian was attended by
Gregg Phifer, and members of
Rhizomia acted as ushers.
Immediately following the cere
mony, wedding guests attended a
reception at the sorority of the
bride.
With her simple going-away suit
of gold ermine and silver fox, Mrs.
Bastian wore three orchids in cor
sage arrangement. The newlyweds
left immediately for a brief honey
moon in Mongolia, chaperoned by
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, after which
they will be at home in their
campus penthouse.
•

*

It's a scandal to the jaybirds!!
A divorce on our beautiful campus!
Those two lovebirds, that only yes
terday were billing and cooing un
der the Senior benches are sepa
rated. The Waldos! Yes, the Wal
dos. After so many years of per
fect married life, the Waldos have
finally decided to split up.
The problem was a serious one
for a time because of the two small
girls picked up along the road of
marriage. But true to his reputa
tion, "Doc" figured it out by giving
his gifts from heaven to the S. C.
A. Beside tne $25,000 donation
from the Andersons, this isn't
much, but the S. C. A. is taking
them gladly. Their life programs
are already planned.
Mrs. Waldo left yesterday for the
South to take up residence with
her mother. The two of them will
leave for Reno in a week. Doc
seems very unperturbed about the
whole business. Hm!
«

»

»

Miss McCann Is
Host To Brother
Miss Eleanor McCann, well
known Pacific teacher, last week
end entertained her brother Phillip
McCann, of Pottsville, Washington.
Mr. McCann is representing Wal
dorf Tissue at the Crane Plumbing
Company Conclave in Stockton this
week. This is Phillip's first visit
to California since the 1929 stock
crash when the bottom fell out of
of his business. He plans to stay
here for a few weeks to perfect
plans for a chain store cooperative.

Block "P" Members
Preside At Lovely
Afternoon Tea
Members of the Block "P" so
ciety were hosts last Sunday after
noon at a beautifully appointed
formal tea in honor of the Facul
ty Dames of the College of the
Pacific.
The attractive interior of the
gym was beautifully decorated in
chartruese and cyclamen, and
these colors blended delightfully
with the delicately paneled inter
ior.
Guests were greeted at the door
by Mr. Alton Hedges, president
of the society, and Mr. Robert
Kientz, secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Tully Knole3, Dean Fred
Farley, Mr. Dwayne Orton, Mr.
O. H. Ritter, Mr. G. Robert Coe,
Mr. Erwin C. Farley, and Mr.
Kenneth Hench, members of the
BOARD OF ATHLETIC CON
TROL, formed the receiving line
for the lovely occasion.
Two other members of the
BOARD, Mr. Robert Breeden at the
silver service and Mr. James Cor
son, presided gracefully at the
beautifully appointed tea table.
The table was covered with an
Italian lace cloth and centered by
a dozen orchidtf in a floating ar
rangement.
Cyclamen ice cream, chartruese
angel food cake, 'and gilt edge
were skillfully combined refresh
ments to carry out the color
motif.
Throughout the afternoon, guests
who called were entertained by a
classical ballet by Mr. Amos
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Broken by mutual consent is
the engagement of Miss Gayle
Rawles and Mr. Park Wilson, both
members of the Pacific Student
Associaiton. (See cards).
Relatives and friends who have
presented wedding presents to the
engaged pair may have the same
by sending self-addressed stamped
envelopes and twenty-five cents in
stamps or coin to cover cost of
packing and mailing, to Stan Hill.

Alonzo Stagg, pupil of the S.
Rand School of the Dance, ac
companied at the harp by Mr.
Benny Bava, an honorary mem
ber of the Block P.
Each member of the society
personally took charge of one
of the attractive guests for the
afternoon. Among those accepting
the hospitality of this very ac
tive social organization were Amy
Patton, Roxanne Gordon, Beatrice
Bodley, Lucy Brown, Grace Burns,
Jean Coder, Bobbin Gay Crabbe,
Dorothy Corson, Joyce Jacoby,
Jerry Larson, Velma McCall, Mar
ion Pease, Stella Stagg, Goya
Steinhouser, and Gladys Windmiller.
So successful was this formal
tea that plans are now being
formulated by members of the
Block P and the Board of Ath
letic Control to present a Spring
Fashion Review in. conjunction
with their annual Easter egg-hunt.
» * •
Following students will please
call at the Dean's office for cinch
notices: Erwin Farley, Bex Miller,
Norman Noteware, Mildred Lagarmosino, Naida Titherington, Gregg
Phifer, Martin Shearer, Ruth Lom
bard!, Bette Barth, Marguerite
Etzel, and Vernez Cook.
New members of All-College
Honor are Harrie Wooley, Lila Fay
Dugan, Janice Meese, Rose Duggins, Hal Kniveton, Winnie Ran
dall, Roger Cross, Meri Wolf, Ralph
Trembley, and Dub Smallwood.
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With a Grain of Salt
BY PHILLIP SPACE PRICE
Gather around, my children and
you shall hear, the weird tales be
hind Pacific's cheer.
LIGHTEN THE MATTER
OR ALL LIT LP
After
Rod Tiernan, Jaysee
sprinter, gave all the credit of his
second place victory in the quarter
mile to a new brand of something
or other he's been consuming, Lodi
protested that Jackson was doping
hi« fillies before each race. The
case was dismissed for lack of
evidence when the Supreme Court
spent the afternoon sampling a
case of Tiernan's fire water.
INDIGNATION
Then there's the one about Ray
Hoffman on the golf links. Hoff
man (unbalanced by a series of
afternoon drinks at the Cub House)
said to Jim Corson, "Sir, I wish
you clearly to understand that I
resent your interference with my
game. Tilt the green once more and
I chuck the match." (Stolen from
Pelican).
TAKEN FOR A RIDE
With the announcement that Pa
cific would purchase three hundred
new Plymouth cars for transporta
tion to Notre Dame next year, fif
teen hundred students signed to
attend the South Bend affair after
holding out for two weeks to make
the trip in style (via the airways).
POOR AJ AX
Coach Stagg's biggest problem
next season will be to help Ajax
Adamina overcome his inferiorty
complex. Stagg says, "Adamina is
altogether too meek for an AilAmerican broken-field runner."
NO TEA HERE
The Tiger cleatmen complained
last night to the Bengal Athletic
Board that Ralph Francis would
have to give the boys a real work
out instead of holding 4 o'clock
tea every afternoon or be con
demned to coaching women's ath
letics. Apologizing with tears in his
eyes, Francis promised to change
his ways if given another chance.
HARD CIDER GOES BANG!
George Blaufuss, Pacific Orange
and Black war load, got impatient
to go to war last week, so he kissed
his Peachy U harem a fond fare
well and joined the Chinese air
service. Overjoyed at receiving aid
from America's famed "Fighting
Ciderman," (there's a plug for you,
George) China ushered brother
Blaufuss in with a beer bust. Of
course Pacific's "Man of the Hour"
sat quietly by and sipped his tea.
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Netmen Okay Tour Tiger Cinder
Stars Slice
Around The Globe Victory
University Of Hawaii
To Be Tigers' First
Island Encounter

Irish Turn Green
With Fear As .
Phantom Romps

In a surprise announcement it
was learned that the College of
the Pacific varsity tennis team
will g& on a tour during the
Easter vacation. Director of Ath
letics, Terbor Nedeerb, said, "I be
lieve that our policy of the past
generation has been too conserva
tive. We have the team of the
century. Why not let them meet
the best in the West?"
The University of Hawaii, Uni
versity of the Philippines, and the
University of Singapore will fur
nish opposition for the Bengal
Bombers during their tour. Spe
cial arrangements have been made
with Pan American Airways to
charter a Clipper for the trop.
Coach Apollo Kjeldsen stated,
"The fellows have been working
so hard recently I can't make up
my mind who deserves the trip the
most, so I'm going to take the
entire squad." Hellman, Pugmire,
Sapiro, McBride, Trembley, T.
Eschwig, Umipeg, Fuller, Mathews,
W, Eschwig, Wentz, and Kniveton
will be included.

SOUTHEAST DIP, INDINOIS:—
A reign of agonized terror swept
the Notre Dame campus late this
week when Elmer Layden informed
followers of the Irish of a phantom
quarterback who has been flitting
about the Pacific gridiron for the
past three weeks.
"The Phantom" has been the sen
sation of the 1939 spring training
season with his breath-taking runs
and mysteriously deceptive actions.
His performance has amazed and
puzzled members of the Bengal grid
squad. No one has a definite opin
ion as to who this unusual ballpacker is, as his speed in passing
a man leaves only a blurred impres
sion of what might easily be the
greatest gridiron figure of the age.
Meanwhile the coaching staff has
sent request after request to Coach
Stagg in the shape of cancelling the
Tiger-Irish grid classic set for 1940.
Coach Stagg, however, will make
no definite reply until he himself
NO BEEFING HERE
discovers the identity of the phan
The following reactions were tom quarterback.
overheard after the squad learned
of the trip in store:
Francis Hellman, "I've already
been in the Hawaiian Islands so
or "Mrs. McCall's Nightmare"
I hope we stop in Bali on the
By CATHERINE ELDER
way."
"Lay 'em down there," Tully
said,
Russ Pugmire, "I wonder if rice
Just try to beat a straight!"
wine tastes any different than
And Dr. Farley chuckled.loud;
the "corn" I use."
His face was all elate
Herman Sapiro, "I wish tele
As he laid down a flush in
vision was here so I could see
spades,
whether or not my Judy was true
A smile upon his lips.
to me when I'm away. Caesar
But Dr. Colliver was there—
said 'Beware of a thin man,' and
Four aces took the ia&ek.C'hiWfl
I sure do."

THE RAID

Jack "Scotchy" McBride, "I wish
the school was paying me mileage
for this trip. I could just about
retire and put O. H. on a pension.'
Ralph Trembley, "When the
cat's away the mice will play, and
so will I."
T. Eschwig, "I'll have to quiet
down, this reputation as a
"schlager" isn't doing me any
good."
Marcello Umipeg, "I am very
happy to go on this trip. It will
give me a chance to take a va
cation, the first in years,"
Dave Mathews, "I've been wait
ing for something like this for a
long time. I'll have to make good
so my name will appear in the
Lodi Sentinel."
Gene Fuller, "I knew I would
get my chance some day. Hand
some is as handsome does is what
I always said. Watch my smoke."
Woody Eschwig, "I've never
been in a plane before, but I hear
neophytes are subject to sickness.
At last I'll find out who has the
most G's, me or my brother."
Bob Wentz, "I was more sur
prised than anyone else when I
found out I was getting to go. I
turned over a new leaf and all I
need is a chance."
Hal Kniveton, "I'd like to go in
my sail-boat, but the chances are
I might not get there. Come to

NO
APRIL
FOOLIN'
You'll progress faster with a
P O R T A B L E R O Y A L
See them at

STANDARD
Office Equipment Co.
340 E. Weber — Dial 6-6637
TERMS - - RENTALS

Miss Berg was witnessing
the game.
A-chawing bubble gum;
And Dr. Pease then staggerin,
A-drinking beer and rum.
Then Roy McCall began to
bawl,
Cuz he'd last all his dough,
And Waldo wept, the poor
dear man—
His funds were very low.
Then came a knocking at the
door.
Miss Knoles cried out, "Who's
there?"
"Shure it's the law," the
answer came.
Miss Pearce began to swear—
"Ye Gods!" she yelled, "Oh,
douse the lights!
We'll all be thrown in jail!"
And sure they are, the
gambling bunch,
Still there for lack of bail.
(All characters and events
are fictious; any similar
ity to persons living or
dead is purely co-inci
dental.)
think of it we might not get there
anyway. A lot of Clippers have
been going down recently."

Stanford Spikemen Are
A Bunch Of Sissies, •
Says C. 0. P. Mentor
Established as the number one
track team of the nation, Coach
Pee You and his spindle-legged
Tigers continued their mad pace
last week as they massacred the
starving Indians of
Stanford,
84 1-10 to 61-1.2, in Baxter Stadium.
ALL GOOD KIDS
Peeved at their drubbing, the
Indians claimed that the big bad
Bengals didn't play fair, with their
frequent use of blackjacks and
knives. Coach Pee You (known
to his boys as just plain "Stinky")
denied the visitors' claim by say
ing, "The lads wouldn't harm a
bar fly they probably did cut up
a little with the new knives I
gave them last month for clipping
their opponents' shoe strings. But
to make an out and out accusa
tion about the blackjacks is noth
ing but Stanford propaganda to
give kids a bad reputation."
STILL BEEFING
Another protest from the invad
ers came when Cordroy Feltson
rode around the final lap on a
motor bike and coasted home an
easy winner. After the echoes of
the confab died away Whistle
breeches, as Cordroy is commonly
called, feebly stated that he was
too tired to run the final quarter
mile and the bike was handy so
he let his body be his guide.
Bobbie Breedqn, who came back
for a course, stole the limelight
of the meet with his spectacular
time of nine seconds flat in the
century race. The time set a new
world's record, but the A. A. U.
officials disagreed by an ant's hair
on the clocking. His time was
stricken from the records among
a splatter of tears.

All Play, No Work
For Miss Ward
Word was received here today
by special WEEKLY correspon
dents that the Elementary Crafts
class has not done a thing for the
last two weeks.
Members of the class have de
cided that Miss Ward does not
learn anything about leather and
metal work in class, anyhow, so
the class was dismissed for the
remainder of the semester.
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BIG SHOTS
Some of the outstanding players
that will be facing the Tiger ag
gregation include Tumatua Kuleilei, ranking player of the Univer
sity of Hawaii and also InterIsland Champion for the past two
years; Pedro Martinez, outstand
ing College competitor who extend
ed the great J. Donald Budge to
ROUND
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Tigers True
Basketball
Champs
Screwball Tactics
Uncovered By
Cage Mentor

Coach Commits Suicide
As Investigation
Crumbles Team
With fame within its grasp Pa
cific's hopes for one of the greatest
aquatic teams in history fell to
certain doom today when the na
tional plunge board announced that
the Tiger's immortal merman, Fred
Van Dyke, was creating his sen
sational records with the aid of
water wings.
Hailed as the second Buster
Crabbe, Van Dyke was set to do
the top honors for Uncle Sam in
the coming Olympics, but the sud
den disclosure of his fraud bars
him from all future competition.
Disgraced in the eyes of his
fellow aquatic stars, the former
Olympic hope now trudges 'the pool
like a warped duck that's seen his
goose cooked.
The blow proved to be too much
for the Orange and Black swim
ming instructor Misty Gloom and
the poor sap committed suicide with
a sling shot at noon today. The
students will observe his passing
with the firing of a twelve gun
salute from Bob Breeden's water
pistol.
As the sad story closes in true
tear-jerker form, the entire student
body is in mourning to the tune of
Benny Goodman's orchestra.

C.O.P. Inside
History Is
Revealed
Contrary to popular belief, the
discredit for the founding of the
College of the Pacific goes to five
famous men who pioneered in
bringing this institution of lower
learning to California. These noble
workers were Rev. Lew Morrill,
who came out from Tennessee as
a missionary in 1948; Rabbi Her
man Sapiro, his assistant; Rev.
Daniel Looney, Rev. Dick Morall,
and Professor Stub Harvey.
These worthy men began form
ing plans for a college in 1950, des
pite the primitive conditions then
prevailing in California, and the
obvious lack of interest displayed
by the convention of Bengal Tigers
then gathered at Badger Pass to
determine which way to run with
the ball.
However the committee of five
noble men finally succeeded in con
structing buildings in Santa Clara.
In 1958 the first graduation was
held there with ten students re
ceiving diplomas or reasonable
facsimiles of the same.
However, either Pacific got tired
of Santa Clara or Santa Clara got
tired of Pacific, because the college
was soon moved to San Jose.
But still these indominable men
could not rest. After a short visit
of more than half a century in
San Jose, they finally moved the
college to Stockton, which is just
outside of French Camp.
The Stockton establishment was
dedicated in 2024 by its new presi
dent, John Peck Crabbe, Jr. It
consists of ten imposing Gothic
style buildings of red brick with
terra cotta necking. (Correction:
facing.)
So, you see, the history of the
College of the Pacific dates away
back to 1951, and it has been de
veloping silly citizens ever since.
Why not send your son or daughter
there? (Not a paid advertisement).
o
HOW DO YOU RATE?
Archania 99.44% (pure)
Omega Phi 3.5% (with st head)
Rhizoma 50% (half dead)
Tau Kappa 99.44% (Ivory)

Head Coach Ralph Francis today
proclaimed the Pacific basketball
team as the rightful champions of
the Far Western Conference, as
the result of several revelations
which he has uncovered during the
past month.
IT STARTS HERE
Rumors have it, that Ajax
Adamina, stellar Bengal guard,
placed gum on the soles of his
teammates shoes just before their
encounter with the San Jose Spar
tan quintet. When questioned, Ajax
replied, "Aw, I was just havin'
some fun."
It was also learned that Eat
Dunlap had filled the basketball
with water during half-time of the
St. Mary's game. Bill Avery, giant
center, secretly tilted the baskets
above the court before the Cal
Aggie skirmish and Paul Rippon
deflected the lights above the
at the start of Pacific's battle with
the Nevada Wolves.
DUNLAP MUSCULES
Surprised by such strange actions
from his players Coach Francis
immediately sought an explanation.
Dunlap's excuse resulted in the
short weight of the basketballs.
Dunlap claimed that his muscular
arms were too much for the small
gravity resistance offered by the
ball and his shots were going off
center.
Bill Avery complained of the
baskets being so low that he was
continually bumping his head dur
ing the games and Rippon insisted
that the lights above the courts
blinded him. Sometimes they were
so bad he couldn't even see his
girl in the stands, let alone the
ball.
Summing these up, Francis im
mediately blamed the Pacific gym
for this year's bad basketball sea
son, and promptly announced the
Tiger squad-through default the
champions of the Far Western Con
ference.
o
SIMPOSIUM
"Why Put Lettuce On The Salad
Plate" is the topic presented by
Pacific Symposium at 1:15 Thurs
day. Dr. McCall, assisted by some
of his students, has written the
script. The Forensic Society has
done a great deal of research on
the subject, and will be able to give

Coast Track
Standings
To Date
W. L. Pet.
Pacific
6 0 1,000
Cal. Aggies
4 2 .666
Chico State
4 2 .000
Stanford
3 3 .500
U. C. L. A
3 3 .500
Cal
2 4 .333
U. S. C
2 4 .333
Oregon State
1 5 .166
Oregon U
0 6 .000
Wash. State
0 6 .000
Washington U. ...,0 7 .000
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ADMISSION — LADIES 20c — GENTS 30c
MATINEE 20c FOR ADULTS — CHILDREN 15c
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1603 Pacific Ave.

"HOME OF THE FROZEN

Swim Star
Disgraces
School

Stockton, Calif.

DO-NUTS
Sounds as if we're speak
ing numerically . . . and
we are! All good things
come in "three's" for
'39 . , . and the best is
"P i c a d i 11 y Notch 3"
smartly conceived by
UNDER - GRAD, w i t h
broad, natural shoulders,
midget-notch lapels . . .
exact button placement.
Under-Grad shows you a
"thing or two" in three's
. . . "Plcadilly Notch 3."

.

Fountain
Curb Service
025 E.

Harding

Ph. 8953

LAUNDRY - DRY CLEANING?
CAMPUS REPS:

Archania—R. TREMBLY
Omega Phi —A. I R I S H
Rhizomia—P. YOB
Men's Hall—]. TUDOR
Co-op—B. BECKER

National Towel & Laundry Co.

EASTER GREETINGS

SPORT COATS 5.00
COVERT SLACKS 8.50
Bravo & McKeegan has 'em—and how!
Large stocks of bright colors or the subtle
shadings of new Exposition Tones . . whatever your taste—Bravo & McKeegan
has 'em—and how!

S. H. KRESS AND CO.
5-IO-25c Store
E. MAIN STREET

3 1 3 - 3 1 7
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